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Chief Executive Says That Street Car Wen Gain Victory
William January DeOver Railway.

Beef and Standard Oil Corporations
Were Exploited by U. S. Com-

serves Pardon.

missioner Herbert Knox Smith.
DISCLOSED

WILL BE

OPERATION OF SUGAR TRUST

WIFE
NEXT

HOVER

Escaped

Sam

Cotton Exchange Will Have to Show Its Hand-Un- cle
Insists That Goods Quoted Must be
Real Lobbyists Frightened.

(

any money hearing the odor of nicotine. All of these things were bad
enough for the tobacco trust, but its
worst piece of luck came when 1U
operations were subjected to the close
scrutiny of the government trust
buster. The trust buster is not proceeded In his work of inquiry by a
brass band. He wears gum shoes,
and Is so smooth that he can walk
over a piano board a mile wide and
not strike a note. The tobacco trust,
which is engaging most of the time
and attention of Commifssfoijer Hf
?-LU!
Corporations Smith, feels assured that
Its business methods will soon be
'nimnnDDttoRllOI
laid bare to the public and it does
not relish the thought.
Sugar Trust.
Two or three years ago the com- mlssloner of corporations began look-- j
lng Into the methods of the sugar
trust to ascertain lust how that com- blnation was enabled to control prices'
and regulate the output, in fact, to
ascertain just how much sugar, an
necessity in every
article of every-da- y
household In the United States came
I
SS '
to fall Into the hands of what pracVJi FAIRBANKS.
tically amounts to a monopoly, and
if such monopoly could be oroken or
controlled by the laws on the statute
books. The announcement Is made
that the report of the commissioner
",fVr wan ft
of corporations on the operations of
the sugar trust will soon be given to
the public. Whether a suit In the
courts will be instituted remains to
be seen.
Standard Oil.
Although it Is not generally known,
FIVE DAYS
Standard Oil is still under Investiga- ENTOMBED
tion by the Commissioner of corporations. The report on that concern
forwarded to congress a year or so
ago had to do only with Its relations
MINERS STILL
to the railroads. Commissioner Smith
is now inquiring into the management and conduct of Standard Oil.
the cost of production, the influence
LIVE
of the pipe line as a factor in monopoly building, and export and dors
mestic price of the product.
It
stated on good authority that disOil
Standard
closures concerning
more Interesting than those that have Communicate with Rescuers
gone before will be made.
The Inquiry into the steet trust,
by Tapping Upon Pipes.
while well advanced, will not be completed for some time to come.
Without Food or Drink.
Cotton KxcIihiujc.
In addition to his inquiries into the
Industries named Commissioner Smith
is conducting an investigation that EVERY EFFORT MADE
Is being watched with great Interest.
TO REACH THE.M TODAY
Just before congress adjourned a
in the
resolution was introduced
house authorizing an inquiry into the
operations of the New York cotton
Johnstown, Pa.. April SO. "Still
exchange. At, the same time an ap- alive."
plication was Tuade to the postmaster
This was the report brought to the
general for the issuance of a fraud surface
this morning by i.ie rescuing
order against the New York instit-- u party that has been trying
to reach
lion. The house resolution was sup- the seven men Imprisoned in the
d
Old Man Miffed at Bell Being posed to be directed solely against
Foustwell,
White
mine,
at
sine
exchange. but Commissioner last Friday.
the
Smith construed It otherwise. He deAppointed Major General
Wtlhout food or water, these men
cided that the resolution was aimed have been able to make known
mat
exchanges
at
and
all
associations
are not drowned by tapping on
Over Him.
dealing In cotton, and he proceeded they
compressed
the
air pipes. These sigaccordingly. This Inquiry will be nals
put
vigor into the men
broad In Its scope.
it will extend trying to renewed
rescue them. It Is expected
to
New
New
Orleans.
from
York
AND
HE
DID
by this afternoon the entombed
TAFT
Whether cotton exchanges actually that
men will be reached.
In the product, Just what InfluTILT OVER IN PHILIPPINES deal
news that the men were still
The
to bear about
ences are brought
reached the mouth of the mine
fluctuating quotations In the market, alive
in a short time and was immediately
other questions are embraced in made known to the women waiting
Washington, D. C, April 30. Gen- and
the Investigation.
nearby.
eral McArthur was today relieved of
Several of them fainted out of sudcommand of the Pacific division and
Joy, having abandoned
hope of
den
the department of California, and orever
seeing their loved ones alive.
AGCIDENTLY
PRIEST
dered to Milwaukee, for such duties
The rescuers today made daring
as the department may assign to him
efforts to reach the entombed men.
hereafter.
The first of these duties
They
floundered through water and
will be to write up his report on the
SHOOTS MILLIONAIRE mud ami
penetrated the tunnel furextended trip through China and Inther than at any time since the disdia, which he made after the close
Friday.
aster
last
of bis service with the Japanese army
They are determined to reach the
during the latter part of the war beI'uebla. Mexico. April 30. A revolminers today as the men
tween Japan and Kussla.
ver falling from the pocket of Hilarlo imprisoned
compartment of the
held
It is understood that General Mc- Hernandex, a priest, sent a bullet mine infora narrow
days witnout food or
five
Arthur will write a very full report through the heart of N. Joaquin
be completely exhausted '
of his observations, and that they
a young millionaire of this drink, must
few hours delay In reaching
will be practically the first of his ac- city, while the two men. In company and a will
probably
mean their death.
them
tive service. It has been known for with A. Guevra. a rich hacienda ownThe entombed miners continued at
ome time that General McArthur er, were out riding in Guerva's autowas weary of his duties In command mobile. Guevra and the priest were intervals to signal their rescuers by
of the Pacific division. He felt that Immediately arrested ami are being tapping upon the pipes.
The rescuers are working In relays
be was in an anomalous position, be- held pending an Investigation.
day ami night and are making rapid
ing in command of a division,
progress
in clearing the mine of wathe ranking officer of th
ter.
army. If he had been selected as
chief of staff at the time of the re- CRESCENT CITY IS NEW In Their efforts, however, appear puny
the face of the demand .or speedy
tirement of General Hates, he would
action.
have been content to remain on ac1L':30 o'clock, four men started
At
tive duty until his retirement for age,
into the mine In an effort to reach
June 2, 1 '!. Hut there were reaM
IN
KINLEY
TOWN
the entombed miners. They were
sons why it was not felt by the presiforced to wade, and in a crouching
dent and Secretary Taft. that the elecposition
as the passage is only four
be
advisable,
would
tion
and since
feet high.
congress, had Hmended
the law so
was sufficient room between
There
that there was nothing for General
the water and the roof to give a clear
McArthur to do but take command of
space for the men's heads.
a division.
They carried cans containing drinkGeneral MeArthur's friends always
ing water and liquid food.
have contended that he was particularly fitted fur the post of chief of St. Louis Capitalists Exploitstuff, and have been of the opinion
AICNOI.lt OVI.Y OPFAS SF.- ing Gallup Oil Fields In
that an Injustice was done when he
bOX WITH XKW PLAY.
was not chosen for that place. There
New York, April 3D. Arnold Taly
was talk that It was because of diffibegins his engagement
Business Like Way.
with "The
culty which he had with Mr. Taft.
Hoys of Company H." at the Lyceum
when he was in command of the
tcnight.
The first series of four will
Philippines and the secretary and
be presented on successive Tuesdays
civil governor of the islands. That
beginning
and
this week. The matiwas not the fact, however; Secretary
Special to The Kvening Citizen
nee performance will consist of three
Taft recognized clearly the ability of 4
Gallup. N. M., April 30. Cres- plays,
short
"The
Lemonade liov,"
General McArthur, and had no feelcent City is a new town being
by Gladys Unger; "The Flag Staing because of anything that had Hap- 4 laid out In McKlnley county in
tion," by Charles Arthur Kenyon, and
pened ill the Philippines. There were
the locality in u In. h oil is said
"The Monkey's Paw." redramatized
to have been discovered. A sur- other reasons which have never
by Louis N. Parker of W. W. Jacobs'
not appointing him
vey baa been working on the
tiunspire.l
for
story of tiie same name.
Chief of staff.
townsile for several weeks and U
is said that plats will be filed as
The order of the day is issued over
j ik.i: powkll
i:u
soon as they can be drawn.
the signature of Major General J.
KANSAS
Hi: THI'ST
Franklin Hell, chief of staff, and that
The parties putting up the
interesting commentary on
money are from St. Louis, and 4
flit Is un revived
and never Justified
the often
the same people who are exploitKansas City. April 30. Judge 4
story of friction between General
lng the alleged oil fields.
The
4 Walter A. Powell, in the clrcut
ta il and General Aiusworth. the adbusiness like manlier in which
at independence. Mo., to- jutant general, over the Issue of
they are going about the woi k
day handed down a decision re- - A
by a Junior of his superiors.
is causing the people .if Gallup
versing the findings of Special
General McArlhur outranks General a l.i sil up and tike noti.e.
Commissioner W. S. Flournoy in
h
Hell far noire than General
Ice trust case.
the
ordoes, but he receied his
Judga Powell held that a com- - t
if t ours-- ,
der's from General Hell.
...... II..I.L..I
II.
"
binatloii does exist among cer- - 4
the order is issued, as are all orders
'
N'.lain Kansas City retail Ice '.York, Apiil :i'l
Piiine mei-- i
to tlie army, by order of the secrePi rest r tin', of trad"
r re:,'.. si'Vf! J
tary o' war, and It is s i Muted in ;rai.tile paper 'a .'1 Ii
Ul oi Jer itself.
iite; iiioiie.i on u.l

Washington, April 30. Although
very little noise Is being made about
It. the government l now conducting
a series of Investigations" covering the
operations of the largest Industries In
the 1'nited States. This Information
leaked out today and created no mild
sensation among the trust lobbiests.
that are stopping In Washington.
Sugar, steel. I'll, tobacco, or at least
the trusts that are supposed to control the production and mile of the
articles named, are all feeling the
probe of the federal trust buster.
The trust buster Is Herbert Knox
Smith, I'nited States commissioner of
corporations.
The bureau of corporations Is the
publicity agency of the government;
It collects evidence upon which future prosecutions are based. This
was what was done In the case of
the beef trust and of Standard Oil.
The bureau of corporations, or more
properly speaking, the commissioner
of corporations, started the bull rolling, and Standard Oil was hauled
Into court and indicted on more than
a thousand counts. It was upon evidence collected by the commissioner
of corporations that the beef trust
found Itself confronting prosecutions
in the courts of the land.
Tobacco Trust.
President Roosevelt once designated the tobacco trust as a bad trust.
The tobacco trust became unpopular
some years ago. It was charged that
It ran Its small competitors out of
business. During the national campaign the tobacco trust got into some
sort of a tangle over political contriIt was charged that the
butions.
trust offered one of the parties a
amount of money. In the event
lare
that, if the candidate of that party
was successful at the polls, the trust
would not be disturbed. As the story
goes the candidate in question refuspis manrgers to accept
ed to
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BRINGS ABOUT SETTLEMENT

and Strikers Co Back to Work With
Promise of 25 Cents
an Hour.

Washington, April 30.
President
Roosevelt, in a note to the department of Justice, today, expressed an
opinion that John William January,
of Kansas, should have his sentence
commuted at once, or else be pardoned outright.
January is the man who escaped
from the federal
penitentiary
at
Leavenworth, Kan., nine years ago,
and after living a useful life during
that time, was arrested a few days
ago and returned to prison.
January was sentenced to five years
In the federal penitentiary at Leava
enworth for a postottlce robbery in
Oklahoma territory. For three years
January, who was 22 years old, was
a model prisoner and his sentence
was commuted from five years to
three years and eight months.
With only eight months between
him and freedom, January escaped
one night. The next day Charles W.
Anderson made his appearance In
Kansas City. Finally he found a position In a restaurant.
Then seven years ago he met and
I
I a I
2
" S.
V
lllllll A Wtllli I I
girl. They
married a
lived a devoted man and wife.
To
her his life had always been exemPS"lgfll IHII
plary. Then a baby came.
That was three years ago. As the
little girl grew up Anderson worked
Finally
harder and saved money.
he started a restaurant of his own.
7&? UPTON
FOR FDRAKZR,.
Saturday, as he started to look for
another place of business, he was ac
costed by two men.
"January, we want you," they said
They were detectives.
January re
BOMB EXPLODED UNDER UNCLE SAM CONSIDE- R- ceived the blow calmly. "I will go
with you," he said simply, and walk
ed between the detectives to a car.
There was a knock on the door of
ING CHAMPAGNE
the matron's room Saturday night. A
PRESIDENT CABREwoman, leading a
small,' dark-eye- d
little girl, rushed In.
wrong?"
"What is
she screamed, as
she looked at Anderson.
DUTY
RA'S CARRIAGE
In all the years of their married
life he had not said a word that
would lead bis wife to suspect him
The little girl looked on in surprise
and father sobbed.
The Missile Kills Horses and France Will be Cranted Same as the mother Charles,"
sobbed the
"Be brave,
wife, "and remember there Is a wife
Prlvledge as the Kaiser
Wounds Chief of Exand baby who will always believe in
you."
if so Desired.
ecutive Staff.
The handcuffs were fastened on the
man's wrists and Anderson started on
Km"
his way to prison.
The president's action In the mat
WOULD-BMEANS CHEAPER WINE
ASSASSINS
ter has been brought about by a large
of petitions asking It.
number
CONDEMNED ON ALL SIDES
. FOR AMERICANS
1 . 1

H
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Salt Lake City. April 10. The
in this city wa resumed this morning, after having
been suspended since Sunday.
After the electrical workers had.
practically decided to go out in sympathy with the car men. as well as
for a readjustment of grievances of
their own, at an early hour this
morning the street car company officials sent for former Congressman
Hrlgham R. Roberts and gave him
plenary powers to bring about any
settlement with the men that would
not Involve recognition of the union.
Roberts Immediately met with National Secretary Pratt, who told him
of the terms upon which the men
would agree. To these Roberts assented and the strike was declared
off, the men returning to work.
The demands which were granted
are the rate of 25 cents an hour for
car men, and 30 cents an hour after
the first year's service.
Recogntlon of the union was not
granted, but Secretary Pratt thinks
that the change of attitude of the
company
which
terminated
the
strike amounted nearly enough to
recognition to satisfy the men.
When 4he car men settlement was
announced the electrical workers consented to let .the matter of their demands go over for the present.

street car service

HOXl'SFS KXC'FKD 1'IFTV
THOUSAND DOLLAR MARK.
Denver, Colo., April 30. After the
annual meeting of the American
Smelting and. Refining company today a large amount of bonus monej
will be distributed.
In 1805 the company paid 150.000 In bonuses in thta
state. Last year the bonus found for
Colorado amounted to $50,000. Thi
year it will be more, because tin
business of the company during th
l
year has been tremendous. It
is estimated that the net earnings
will be close to S1S.000.0U0.
,-

..."
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Guatemala City. Guatemala, April
30.
An attempt was made early today on the life of President Estrada
Cabrera. While out driving a dynamite bomb was exploded near his
carriage.
killing the horses and
wounding General Crellana, chief of
staff.
The calmness of the president, who
was not injured, is universally comussassins
mended and the would-b- e
are condemned on ull sides.

FARMJNGTON

MAN'S

Washington, April 30. It is announced authoritatively
that If the
French government desires the same
tariff arrangements as those being
made with Germany, there will be no
opposition at Washington.
This government is prepared to
grunt France the same concessions ad
those granted Germany, providing for
concessions even on both sides. Thus
there will be a 20 per cent reduction
of duties on German champagne, as
provided for In the pending German-Amerlcu- n
arrangement, and the same
privilege can be enjoyed by France
If the French government is willing
to make concessions to America In
return similar to those made by Germany.
I'ACTOKY

LIEE SAVED BY BUCK-

SKIN NAT
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Farmington, N. M.. April 30. That
a buckskin hat
John Wurtz, a
San Juan county farmer, his life one
day last week, developed at a trial
held here before Justice Pearce Fay.
Wurtz hud a water right to thy
Echo ditch, and because he cut til'
ditch and let water out on his land.
C. It. Thompson, who contended that
Wur'z had no right to do so, struck
the latter over the head with a
Though the blow knocked
shovel.
Wurtz down and cut a long gash In
his scalp, it is believed that he would
have been killed If It had not been
for his hat, which is buckskin, of his
own make.
Thompson has been arrested on the
charge of assault with a deadly
weapon.
The case at which the facts were
developed was a suit brought against
Wurtz by Thompson charging him
with the malicious cutting of an Irrigation ditch It also developed at
this trial that Wurti had papers
showing his water rights on the Echo
ditch

KANSAS

CITY, KANSAS

JOINTS

IN HANDS

OE RECEIVERS

in
my

or-oe- rs

AND

Company.

City. Kan, April 3.- - Authorities todu took possession of all
property believed to be owned by the
ICiiiWH

indicted brewing companies.
At each p' ice visited the keys of
the hulling- -- were taken by the
receivers, tic- doors locked and notices tacked lip stated that they Were
u
in the
of the government
lteceiver G.mer said before starting out that th list was a long one.
expected to linisli with
Mil" ih.-pos-esio-

WOltKKKS
KTKIkK.

HIS LIFE WITH
ROPE AROUND

NECK

Philadelphia, April 30. Despondent because of his discharge after 35
years' service, and fearing that, owing
to falling slht, he could no longer
provide for bis wife and daughters,
Gerardus de Klerk, a stevedore, living at S. 125 Wilder street, hanged
himself from a clellar rafter at his
home. Waking to find her husband
was not In his bed, his wife found
the body by the light of a lamp, the
suicide had left burning. He had been
dead several hours.
Employed by the American line us
a laborer ut the age of Is, De Klerk
had worked for it until a few months
ago.
At that time his sight began
to fall. The nature of his work required that frequently he remain on
duty, loading and unloading the big
steamships, until late in the night.
Fearing, with his imperfect sight, accident to himself which would deprive
his family of ills support, he asked to
be relieved from the night work. This
was refused. One night he failed to
return, and the following morning
was discharged.
Grown old In the service of his employers, De Klerk brooded. He frequently said If head officials of the
company knew of his case other work
would be given him. But pride held
him back, and he never made

irttttintfiiiiiii

MIM KS AMI MINK
ON
lilts All IV TOKIO
Toklo, April 30. Very seri- ous disorders have broken out 4
at the coal mines in the Horn- district.
kaldo administrative
where 2(1. U00 miners are on a 4
strike. The strikers burned the 4
ofilce buildings of mine owners
and a number of residences have 4
been tired. Sharp collisions have
occurred between the strikers
and tiie police, and casualties
have occurred on both sides.
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IN TEX X IS ToritXF.V.
London, April 30. Jay Gould won
the semi-finin the international
amtaeur tennis championship games
here today, defeating Page by thre
sets. Gould and Fennell, the champion of 1H04, will meet In the final tomorrow.

E
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DEMOCRAC Y CIXEIiltAT- 1NO AT IIROOKLYX.
Brooklyn. N. Y April 30j The

Company Agent Is Charged
With Forging 150 Policy
Holders' Names.

regular democracy of the sixth asHE HAD PERMISSION
sembly district Is celebrating tonight CLAIMS
In its headquarters over the large
TO SIGN THEIR NAMES
number of accessions It has had.
There will be a brilliant entertainment and a number of speeches. The
New York, April 30. Jacob Frank.
crowd Is expected to be immense.
Hgent for the New York Life Insurance company in this city, was arCLANCY-FIELPARTY
today charged with forgery in
REACHES W ASHINGTON rested
third degree In connection with the
recent election of directors of the
company.
It is alleged that the signatures of
Special to The Evening Citizen. 4
policyholders on some ballots cast
Washington, D. C. April 30.
4
In the election were forged.
party from
The Clancy-Fiel- d
It is
said that there are about 150 cases tu
4 Albuquerque arrived in Wash- all.
lngton today, but did not visit
Frank claims to have bad permisthe White House. The president 4
sion from some fifty or sixty of thes
4 Is very busy and will not have
policyholders to sign their names to
4 much time to devote to a closed
Incident such us is the removal 4 the ballots. He also declared that lie
had no Instructions to use polic hold4 of Hagerman.
ers' names in this way. bui on th
contrary that such use was in strict
violation of instructions he had reI'ostniusier ApiMiintetl.
company.
Samuel J. Stlnett has been appoint- ceived from the
ed postmaster at Bethel.
Roosevelt AMIMII.ETT-.RHAI.I. WED- county, vice W. C Morris, resigned.
IN NEW YORK.
Ot
lINi
New
Apui 30. Richard
York.
Amphlett was married today to Miss
E
E Mary iiradford Marshall, daughter of
OF
Mr. and Mrs. Fielding Lewis Marshall. The ceremony took place at
St. Thomas church, at noon.
D

IX WAILS.WV.
Warsaw, April 30. Employes of
street railroads, printers, bakers and
ull factory employes have decided to
stop work on the coming Friday
night, and the authorities are taking
energetic steps to forestall expected
disorders.
ENDS
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NICHOLAS IS
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ERIC AN
TARII I' Alii! IM.1M EN T.
April So. The federal
Berlin.
council today paseu upon the
American
pron.-- i iiial tariff arrangement.
VN--

German--

Armed Bands Are Marching "BILL" SQUIRES
on

LOOK-

Capital-Aristocra- cy

ING FOR

too Important.

iiuauimttiK

A FIGHT

Aprli
30
San Francisco,
"Bill"
,s.uhes. Hie Australian pugilist, lus
signed
agreement
to meet on May
Vienna. April
uii
lutionary movement
30 the winner of the Burns-- i Bi '.eu
gro. which is u military govern- tight.
location of the battle U not
merit, bus been proclaimed aid
named, but It will probably b at
reported
armed
bands are
t'olma, near this city. Burns and
marching upon the capitol, us- - e O'Brien are to flht In Los Angeles
sumlng a very serious character
May Sth.
according to dispatches received
here.
is attributed
The uprising
E. COREY RElargely to the attempts uf Prince
Nicholas to override the con- stitution, which he bestowed on
ELECTED PRESIDENT
tiie country in lso.'i ami also to
his Incessant drain on the pub- lie purse.
The murriage of his daughter
New York Aprii Uo
William E.
Helena to the King of Italy, in- n!'e,i.ieiii of the
Corey was
creased Prince Nicholas'tdeas ofp nation
at
I'nited States S'eel
bis own impoitance with a conthe annual meeting o? the boat i :'
seiplent widening of the e- i
y
.
today.
Inler
tlangemetit betweel. lie
directors held in lii.s
h I i
All oilier orthelS Mi'
and l!:e people
cX p. i .1
e! e !t'- -t 30.

The revo- in Montene- -
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PAGE TWO.
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THE STORY OF A BASE BALL GAME WHICH IS TOLD IN THE PRETTY FACE OF MAUDE
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IDE EVENING CITIZEW
Willi Mf Mi tl If

Tbe Citizen Publiihlnj Company

No. J.

fanned

"What!

Candy

The

Kid

the shortest time possible, and of an
Ideal quality.
For this
system of forcing, which he demand,
the consumer Is forced to pay top
prices.
The News mo pure erug cough
laws would be needed. If all cough
curea were like Dr. Snoop' Cough
Cure Is and has been for 20 years.
The national law now requires that If
any poisons entet Into a cough mix
ture. It must be printed on the label
or package. For this reason mothers,
and others, should Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
none In the medicine, else It must by
law be on the label. And It's not only
safe, but it is said to be by those that
know it best, a truly remarkable
cough remedy. Take no chance, particularly with your children. Insist on
having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
with others and see No poison marks
there. Tou can always be on the safe
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
other. Sold by all druggists.

WHY BEEF MAY
BE CALLED A

8.

"Five Innlnna and no run.!"

No

,6 -"- A.home

run!

Four men

No

I vSoort
BASE BALL

NEW

WIIKKi: THEY 11. AY TOHAY.
National
Chicago at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
American league.
Tetrolt at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Washington.
New York at Boston.
HOW THEY STAMI,
Chicago
New York

MINING

Won

Lost.

12
11

Pittsburg
NEWS Philadelphia

7
7
6
4
3
1

Boston
Cincinnati
St.. Louis
Brooklyn

Price Kept up by Rich Who
Use Only the Best

Toilet Accessories
OF

Soap". Nail
Bath Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes. Manicure
Corn Plasters, Corn Files,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

INDIANS

PUEBLO

2
3
3
5
7
9

12
10

Pueblo, Colo., April 30. Frank U.
manager of the Pueblo Western league club, is starting his
twenty-thir- d
year on the diamond.
He is probably the best known man
in the .base ball world, and there is
no more popular sporting man in the
west.
Selee broke Into the game as man
ager
of the Waltham. Mass., club in
Pet.
The next year he brought the
.857 1885.
Selee,

."86
.700
.583
.462
.30S
.200
.091

(From the Mining World.)
The Cooney mining district Is en
joying a period of great prosperity at
;tir.
the present time. The Last Chance
Meat.
Won.
Pet.
Lost.
uy the
mine, owned and operated
9
4
.692
Earnestlne Mining company, is de Chicago
4
.692
Philadelphia
The
veloping into a good property.
3
100-ton
.615
Detroit
equipped.
well
The
mine is
5
.583
cyanide plant Is running on ore com New York
IN DAYS WHEN ONLY
7
.417
ing from development work alone. Cleveland .
8
.35
Earnest Craig, the president and gen Boston ....
8
.33J
Washington
eral manager, deserves great credit
OLD CATTLE WERE KILLED for
10
.
.
.286
St.
Louis
large
of
amount
work done.
the
The Little Fanny mine, owned and
IK'.
operated by the Mosollon Mountain
Lost.
Won.
Pet.
Investment company, has within a
7
3
.7M
ver Des Moines
The Parts and Portions Into short timp pumnlptMl a
5
v
.545
tical shaft and crosscut to the Fanny fioux uy
3
a
.500
uenver
Which Animals Are
vein, uncovering it to a width of 23
5
o
.300
feet, opening up a large ore shoot of Lincoln
6
.400
Cut.
exceptionally high grade ore.
The I" 'mana
4
7
.364
property anu Pueblo
Fanny is a gold-silvthe development work Is being done
YESTEKDAY'S ;.MKS.
Washington. D. C. April 30. A under the able management of Will
philosophical discussion of the causes iam J. Weatherby.
National
The Deadwood mine is being devel
for the increase In meat prices may
H. H.
At Cincinnati
not contribute much to the joy of the oped in a practical way under the Cincinnati
o
5
housewife who finds reason to com- management of Mr. Cleveland, a Chicago
1
6
plain because of the upward move
"
A',',.
"":?,
BatteriesKwlng and Schiel; Brown
J""'
ment in prices, but it is Instructive
an ', !
to those who search for the reason orado and old Mexico.
'"f ,.. .
behind such phenomena.
It Is said
- rtoston
operCooney
mine,
and
i 4 3
The
owned
that beef is dear to the meat con ated by the Mogollon Hold & Copper xew
1
3
3
York
Burners of the United States, because company,
is again on the producing
PfelnVr aiid Brown;
Batteries
the taste for the flesh of young cows
president
list.
Curran,
Thomas
and
J.
Ames and Bresnahan.
has been cultivated to a point which
to the
o
among tne
classes, has general manager, returned
It. H. E.
At Philadelphia
3
5
0
reached a stage not far below the camp last November and tdnce then Brooklyn
1
proverbial luxury of the ancient Ro- great improvements have been made. Philadelphia
6 11
now
Is
Cooney
mans." This Is the testimony of The main shaft of the
Batteries Bell. Kucker and But
800-foby
Q.
being
to
level
specialist
a
Rltsman,
in
sunk
the
Ernest
ler; Lush and Jacklltsch.
beef production In the department of contract.
The property Is fully
agriculture.
Imperative demands of equipped with the latest improve
Aiiicrican LcngiH'.
American consumers for the very ments and most of the development
It. H. E.
At Boston
1
best meat that can Vie produced has work Is being done by machine drills. Boston
2 11
changed the whole form and confor Great progress is being made.
1
Xew York
"Specializa
mation of beef cattle.
The Cooney mine Is the oldest In
Young and Crlger:
Batteries
feeding
breeding
nec
Is
in
and
tion
district and has been one of the j Doyle. Keefe and Klclnow
essary to produce that excellence in the
largest producers and under the pres
It. H.
At Washington
flavor, grain, and quality essentlul to ent management great
1
things are ex Washington
2
please the palate of the modern epi pected of It.
mill, connected Philadelphia
4
3
The
cure.
Falkenburg, Hughes and
with the shaft by a series of bins hav
Batteries
In
special
Breeders have succeeded
ns, is one of
ing capacity of S0O
Coombs and Schreck.
ly constructing a cow to meet mod- the most modern concentration plant.? Warner;
game
At Chicago Chicago-Detro- it
ern demands. Having succeeded In In the southwest country. The mine, called
off; rain.
breeding an animal with a maxi- mill and the company's houses and
St.
At St. Louis
mum of tender Juicy meat, and a oflices are all lighted by electricity. game
postponed; rain.
minimum of waste, It Is now found The company has a well equipped mathat only the best parts of this ideal chine shop capable of doing all of the
WcMcrn l4'HKi"'.
beef animal are readily salable. The repairs, not only for this property but
Des Moines
Des Moines-Siou- x
retail butcher has to sell the less for the adjoining properties as well. CityAt game
postponed; snow.
palatable part of the carcass for
game
At Omaha Omaha-Puebl- o
mill Is now In operation on ore
what they cot him. or at a loss, and The
and the company Is shipping to El postponed; cold weather.
make all the profit on the more
Denver-Lincoln
game
At Lincoln
cuts. It In the common tes Paso high grade concentrates, to
timony that even householders of the gether with considerable high grade postponed; cold weather.
The product is gold,
most moderate circumstances will ac- shipping ore.
American Association.
cept nothing but the cuolce cuts of silver and copper.
At
Kansas
Toledo Toledo, 4;
The magnificent climate, together
meat. Jt follows, as a matter of
course, that the butcher makes them with pure water and an elevation of City, 8.
pay for the less desirable pieces of from 5,500 to 6.500 feet, makes this
At Indianapolis Indianapolis, 1;
one of the most desirable places to St. Paul, 2.
beef on which he makes no prollt.
At Louisville Louisville, 9; MiIn other days, before the world be live In that can be found in the south
gan to live so fast and so well, beef west country. The present prosper lwaukee, 4.
Is
greater
ous
attracting
at
condition
cattle were not thought fully maMHHtTIMi NOTES.
ture and ready for the block until tention from the mining men of the
five or six years old, and the tender country and will undoubtedly lead to
Jockey Miller has been a
So
far
Juicy meat of young animals was con larger Investments In the near future.
frost at the Aqueduct meet.
sidered far inferior to that of older
oxen. At the beginning of the nine Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Aldt
Boxing started In Chicago last
a ture.
teenth century the acme of perfec
Medicines that aid nature are al- Saturday. No decisions will be given.
tion. both in this country and Kng
land, was the five or six year old ways most effectual. Chamberlain's
Harry Baker, of 'Frisco, put it all
steer, weighing ,500 to 3,000 pounds Cough Remedy acts on this plan. It
ana often more.
The larger, the allays the cough, relieves the lungs, over Tommy O'Keefe, of Philadelphia.
popular
So
belief.
better." wa9 the
aids expectoration, opens the secrerecently as the early 80's a steer was tions, and aids nature in restoring tht
not deemed mature or profitable for system to a healthy condition. ThouThe Memphis Jockey club is to
slaughter until seasoned by four or sands have testified to Its superior test the law prohibiting pool selling
live years of life, and was still of excellence. For sale by all druggists.
In that state.
enormous size and weight.
o
R. A. Marble, a civil engineer from
Today this Is all changed. What
Tiger
Sam Langford
defeated
is called "baby beef" has been Estancia. and his two assistants, How Smith. English middleweight, in four
Soper
ard
Tom
Jackson,
came rounds at London.
brought to a high stale of perfection
and
by the American breeder's skill and In from the Oscuro mountains Monnow has a firm hold on the public day, and left on the evening train for
Jack Sullivan and Hugo Kelly are
their home. They party had been do- matched to right 20 rounds at Los
taste. Uaby beef is a prime butcher
beast, thoroughly fattened and ready ing some surveying for H. o. Bursum. Angeles, May 10.
for the block at from twelve to twen While out there in camp they had the
months of age. Growth has misionune to nave tneir team stolen, j Looks as If Tex Rickard will pull
been artificially promoted by con and were compelled to send to Carrl- - off the next
n
tight at Elv,
tinuous heavy feeding from birth xozo for a team to bring their camp New, Julv 4 or Labor day. He has
with the object of obtaining in the outnt in, says the Carrizozo outlook.
offered a 140,000 purse, and Guns has
shortest time possible the maximum
beef.
amount of
The
fattening process is ueguu at birth
No woman's happiwith
and carried on simultaneously
growth. Baby beef is a special aril
ness can be complete
cle in which the essential character
without children ; it
istics are early maturity, quality and
is her nature to love
thickness of tlesh. The modern beef
Is a small, compact creature, averag
and want them
lug about l.kuu pounds in weight
asmuchso as it is
which can be cut up with small
wat and furnish thick, light steaks
to love the beau- which the modern consumer de
tiful and pure.
mauds.
From one of the special bred mod The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
frn beef animals the retail butchc however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that tho
tries to cut in these proportions very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
Neck, .4 pounds at three cents per
pound; chuck 130,
at six cents necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
prime of rib, i pounds at 14 cents The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
porterhouse, Sli pounds at 'Hi cents
cents that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
Kirh.ln. JM pounds at 12'i
rump. 2s pounds at
cents remedy is always ap- round. 124 pounds at eight cents
)lied externally, and
hHnk, 24 pound at 2 'i cents; flank
22 i tiuiuls at lour cents; plate, 11
las carried thousands
pouiiiiM at f ur cents; shin, DO pound
of
women through the
It will be observed
at fnur lenls.
crisis without suffering.
trying
on
profit
his
makes
that the relaller
Krnd ft. i .'rte bock cji.Uuimg lt.furutJCB of
the uhule idicaa from the prime
and the sirloin prlcelt vaiuc lo opectttiil uu'ilitm.
libs, iMirlerhuuee
The present aim of cattle raiser Is to Tbs Brsiifield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Gs.
t
amount of beef I
produce the laiS--
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National
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FRANK

'
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Here Is Frank

!
NHi--

c

Him.

You All Know

pennant to the oskosh team in the
He then went to
Western league.
Omaha and developed a pennant win
tier in 1889."
His success brought him an offer to
manage the. Boston team, and he went
there hi 1SH0, remaining twelve years.
He took charge of the Chicago Cubs
In 1902, and practically built up the
pennant-winnin- g
team of hit year.
Compelled by ill health to leave
Chicago, Selee came to Pueblo in
He was at mice inductd to
1906.
take charge of the Puebio i ;ub in the
charge
Western league, and i.-again this season.
ijist winter Selee found time ti
pUll OtT SOIlie of the most successful
lights ever held in i 'iilur.UK'.
:

agreed to meet Nelson's btn..n'ls
to weight.
If early season counts for anything
Cincinnati will have to hustie to stay
at the top of the second division.
The Santa Fe Centrals defeattd tho
Santa Fe College at the Capital "ity
Sunday, by a score of 16 to 8.
The 33d Kentucky derby, the most
noted event of the middlewest Tuif
world, will be run May 6 at Churchill
Downs, Louisville.
Miss May Sutton leaves for London the middle of May to attempt
to regain her title of woman l.iwn
tennis champion.

Marshall, chess champion, played 34 members of a New
York club recently at once, winning
26, losing 5 and drawing 3 games.

Frank

J.

Manager
of the Cleveland
Americans, has to work out a daily
puzzle of which pitcher to use.
He
seems to have too many good ones.
"Cubs in a walk" seems to be a
lip In the National race. The
teams appear lopsided again, wltn
the Chicago and New York bunch in
a class by themselves.

good
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MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs.
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattelsi
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as US-anas high aa $200.
Loans ars
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In yonr
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to and from
parts of the world.
Rooma S and 4, Grant Bldg.
115 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evening.

d

PROFESSIONAL

SALE..

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 8! F.8U
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions.
land patents,
copyrights.
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
que, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Oftles.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett bulldlna.
over O'Rlelly'a drug atore. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. It. S.
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: l:lt
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
pointments made by mail.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R. Ij. HUSI.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldf.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
6-- 8,

BUS. BRONSON & BRONSOX,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 628.
DH. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
When your animals are sick vou
need a good veterinary surgeon. Ca .
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 1
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
R!a.
or White hearse. St.
ARCHITECTS
P. W. Spencer. Rooms 4 4 7 Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
with W. B. Childeis.
West Gold avenue.

Ill

Office

1IA1K DRESSEIt

A!VD

CHIROPO-

-

DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at
209 West Railroad

her parlors.

No.

avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also prepares a hale
tonlo that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restorsi
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also i.
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of these
preparations are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a
o
machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
NOTICE FOR FCTJLICATIOX.
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
Department of the Interior, Land and massage.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M , March 2
1907.
''Pneumonia's Ikeadly
Notice Is hereby given that George had so seriously affected Work
my right
Laguna.
N.
has
of
M..
Kirochlma.
lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
filed notice of his intention to make Rural Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
proof in support of his "that I coughed continuously night
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry no, and day and the neighobrs' predic6843. made September 12. 1902, for tion consumption
semed Inevitable,
and until my husband brought home a
SW 14 NW
the N M, NW
NW U SW hi. section 18, township bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
which in my case proved to be the
will be made before Sllvestre Mira only real cough cure and restorer of
,
May
1907.
M.,
on
weak, sore lungs." When all other
Rafael. N.
He names the following witnesses remedies utterly fall, you may ttill
to prove his continuous
residence win in the battle against lung and
upon, and cultivation of, the land throat troubles with New Discovery,
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero, the real cure. Guaranteed
bv all
Juan I'alle, Jose M. Caco, all of La- druggists. EOc and $1.00. Trial botguna, N. M.
tle free.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
,

o.i

Rheumatism gives the following valuable yet simple and
harmless prescription,
which
anyone can easily prepare at
home:
Dandelion,
Fluid
Extract
one-haounce;
Compound
Kargon, one ounce; Compound
Syrup
Sarsaparilla,
three
ounces.
Mix by shaking well In a bottle, and take
a teaspoonful
after each meal and at bedtime.
He states that the Ingredients can be obtained from any
good prescription pharmacy at
small cost.
This mixture Is said to relieve almost any case of Rheumatism, which is nothing more
or less than sour blood too
much acid in the system, which
in damp, cool weather forms
Into minute crystals ubout the
Joints and muscles, causing the
awful pain and misery of
Rheumatism.
The above mixture is said to
force the Kidneys to purify
and sweeten the blood, causing
the Rheumatic pain and swelling to dimlnsh with each dose,
until permanent results are obtained, and without injuring
the stomach.
It Is worth while giving ihW
a trial
anvhow.

PROPERTY

On

FOR SALE Party will sacrifice type
writer, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen office.
FOR SALE Five lots by the railroad
track and two on south Broadway
by the hospital.
Sedlllo,
Rafael
731 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
good as new, cheap; new International Encyclopaedia, new, cheap,
W. E. Milliken. Library building.
FOU SALE At the "Variety" The
bread,
very best of home-bake- d
pies.
cakes, doughnuts,
baked
homebeans, soup, candy, etc.; all
dry
groceries,
Also
made.
stable
goods and notions. 506 South Arno.
Phone 710.

ar

lf

Chicago. April 30. Baseball has
claimed its lirst victim of the new
season In Henry J. Larson, of Chi- cago, who dropped unconscious with
apoplexy at Port Huron, Mich., while;
pitching In an amateur game. Larson was In the act of hurling the ball
to third when he fell.
Without re- gaining cone loudness he died shortly
after In the City hospital there and
his body was brought to Chicago fori
huri.il.
Larson was a lerk ill llie railway
postoftiee. A few weeks ago his train
went off the track and tne young man
was thrown heavily against the side
of the ear, striking his head on a
beam. This accident Is believed to
have superinduced his death, lie was I
only tw enty-eigyear old.
The deaih roll of baseball annual- ly leaches the hundreds.
During the
height of the season dispatches come
in daily telling of amateur players
who. overexerted by the game, fall
dead in the act of pitching or run- 1(es the liwr.i
nii.v c.l.l..i hnuei'i-L

LABOR

ACID IN THE BLOOD.
A

"Great! Took

n.

lu

BASE BALL CLAIMS

vest

WANTED.
WANTED Woman at 605 Roma
avenue.
WANTED Chocolate and bon bon
dipper. Inquire 219 South Second.
WANTED A round top writing desk.
N. H. Andrus, 110 West Gold avenue.
WANTED At once, girl in office,
must write good plain hand. The
Imperial laundry Co.
WANTED Situation, by an experi
enced accountant and office man.
J. B. G., Evening Citizen.
stylish
WANTED Ladies wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 512 North
Second
street. Prices low.
Also apprentices wanted.
'Phone 844.
WANTED
Gentleman's
second
hand clothing. No. 515 South FirJt
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. R, J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED P ositlon as joo composi- tor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Wrould
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
VOH RENT.
FOR KENT Three room cottage. In
quire at f'01 North Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping.
401 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Two all new housekeep
ing rooms, well furnished, including electric lights, water and bath;
south and east front 114.00. 519
West Railroad avenue. . E. P. Gpl-de-

e.

Hans-Nelso-

I

No. 7.

them!"

Berlin, April 30. The strike in the
Berlin building trades which has been
going on for some time will, on Wednesday enter on a new stage, according to information received from a
prominenet otllcial in Berlin.
The
Master Builders' association. 120.000
bricklayers and masons, will on that
date be locked out by the employers.
The strike, which is one of the
greatest which has ever taken place
in (iermany, will affect more than
20,0O0 men of affiliated trades, such
LOST.
as decorators, painters, upholsterers
and carpenters, who are compelled by LOST Between North Fourth suee
the trade union to support their feland Presbyterian church, a girl's
low workmen. The builders' men detan silk coat. Return to 921 North
mand six hours a day and the mas
Fourth street andf receive reward.
ters assert that it Is impossible to
comply with this demand.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION.
By Authority of the City Council of
Doing Business Again.
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
w hen my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
is hereby given that an elec
account of indigestion, nervousness tionNotice
will be held in the city of Albuand general debility," writes A. A. querque.
New Mexico, on Saturday,
Chlsholm, Treadwell, N. Y., and when May 4, 1907,
between the hours of
It looked as if there was no hope
left, J was persuaded to try Electric 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they of said day, at the following voting
are curing me. I am now doing busi- places:
First Ward City Hall.
ness again as of old, and am still
Second
Ward Office of Chas.
gaining daily." Best tonic medicine
& Co., on Gold avenue.
Chadwick
on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug
ug
Third Ward Office of E. II. Dungists.
bar, corner of Third street and Gold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
R. Craig, Justice of the
South
Third street.
which said election the question
FOR THIS DAY of At
authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
1778
America receives Informa Mexico, to erect and build a city
tion of Lord North's conciliatory bills. building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
ottered in parliament February 17.
Congress enacts that every the owners of real or personal prop
soldier shall have half a gill of rum, erty, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mex
brandy, or whisky, daily.
1798 Navy department is formally ico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
created, and Benjamin Stoddert. of
Maryland, is appointed its first sec re set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
tary.
1803 Louisiana purchase is made New Mexico.
FRANK McKEE,
doubling the original national area.
Mayor.
18 16
A spot on the sun visible to
Attest:
the naked eye for several days.
LEE.
F.
HARRY
1864
At Jenkins Ferry, General
City Clerk.
Steele repulses a severe confederate
(SEAL.)
attack, under Gen. E. Klrby Smith
who loses over 1,100 men.
First publication April 3. 1907.

ty-fo-

FIRSI

Inning and two

-j'- Seventh

FOR RENT Light, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooma opening on the outside.
Price, SI per
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
.124 South Second.
A. T. Devore,
Proprietor.

FIGHT

After several days of playing. Roy
Corhan. with the Pueblo Indians, is
getting back in form again. In Sunday's game at Sioux City Roy got one
hit out of three times up. made lour
assists and two put outs, and no er
rors.

well-matur-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

o

LUXURY

has

the

"One out and

No. 4.

iuii:

Jiot-hou-

ks

OFFICIAL PAPER FCR
CITY OF ALB.'QUEROUE

No.

o

Cured of Rheumatism.
of Chattanooga,
Tenn., had rheumatism in his left
arm. "The strength seemed to have
gone out of the muscles so that u
was useless for work," he says. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
wmi'l'cu wm anu jii iiamiei hi mgni,
and to my relief I found that the pain
gradually left me and the Btrength
returned. In three weeks the rheumatism had disappeared and has not
since returned."
If troubled with
rheumatism try a few applications of
Pain Balm. You are certain to be
pleased with the relief which it affords. For sale by all druggists.
Mr. Wm.- Henry

j

Special

n'

$2.00 and u.

'

folding gocarts
nlture Co.

e Kui

Reduced

R. R.

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Office,

113 V.'ett

KduiJ

vci.ue.

Only member of American
In

ket Mrokers' Association
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SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.

FOR LOVE IN HUMBLE COTTAGE, BEAUTIFUL Y0UN6 COUNTESS,
LIKE PRINCESS CIIIMAY, ELOPES WITH GIPSY FIDDLER
HF.I.flNO HIS
DOt'.SVT M1M
GYPSY McmiKR WITH 1IOIKK-WORSAYS tXHNTESS YII.MA
TO SPKt lAIi rKRF.SPOMKNT,
WHO FIMS THF.M IX 111MM.K

FI.OPIXO COI XTESV FATHER A
GREAT MAGXATE IX IirXGARY
AXD SHE THREW OVER XORLE-AX WHOM SHE WAS TO MARRY" FOR GYPSY SHE SAW
IX
1 OFFER HOI SE.

lly O. S. l'lilllpott.
Ildenburn. Hungary, April 29. It
cottage, the
Was In a tiny
last and humblest building In a back
In
this Hun
court of a back street
garian provincial town of Oldenburg
thru I found Nyarl and his countess
bride.
I knocked at the glass outer door
which served also as window. I was
admitted Into the kitchen by an elderly (Jypsy woman. Nyarl's mother,
and then passed Into the other room,
where sat at the dining table former
Countess Vilma and her Gypsy husband. She was dressed olmply while
Nyarl was In a well fitting dress coat
arid was extremely elegant In appearance and figure.
The countess is tall and handsome,
with a particularly engaging and attractive face. She was quite ready
to talk about her romantic match and
she said:
"1 first saw my Uudl at the beginning of last year. In Munich, when
mv former fiance, Count Sprettl. took
me to a coffee house to hear his band
Play, and after that I went every' day.
We fell In love with each other at
sight, and an introduction was soon
I told the count I could
arranged.
never marry him, but he would not

legal adult age In Hungary, I had to
pretend to obey.
"So I returned to Munich, and the
wedding with Count Sprettl was fixed
for the th of March. But on the 1st
I came of age. and tm the 3rd. Just
six days before the wedding was to
to
take place, I ran away again
i ldenburg
and sent the count his
w
s
a nice man.
presents back. He
but I couldn't love him aiter I had
seen Rudi.
"Then Rudi and I ere married at
a registry office, and now we are as
happy as possible, and my only real
desire Is to wander runl the world
witli him for ever listening to his
My father tried to ouy him
music.
off from marrying roe, but I have
on
him a house In Budapest
settled
which belongs to me In my own right,
and we have plenty to live on. even
without what he earns by playing.
We are going on a tour of the world
soon, and Rudi Is to give concerts.
"t don't mind assisting his mother
with the housework here. I am simply full of happiness and of love for
my husband."
Rudi Nyarl Is an aristocrat among
the (Jypsles. He Is slight and lyine In
build, has dark Hushing eyes, coal
black hair and moustache. His fam-ll- v
have played the violin for Innum
erable generations, Ms father ana
his brother play In his own band
now. He said
"Please tell the world that I married my wife for love and would have
done o If she had not a sixpence. If
I am glad she has money It Is only
because It will enablr me to travel
and show- the world what Oypsy mu
slcians really are and can do."

M

HACK STHFITT.

two-room-

give me up.

V.

v

h
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When Iludl and his band loft Mu- nlch In May I was miserable and fin- ally ran away fromthe boarding es- -'
tabllshment where I lived to Join him)
and his family here. But my father
was furious and took me back i.ome.
I was obliged to go with him as he!
said he would nut me Into a convent
!f I did not marry Count Sprettl, and THE COVXTKSS YILMA. AXI) XYAItl, THK GYPSY'
WHOM SHE ELOPED.
as I was under 24 years then, the

AN OPEN LETTER

named as Fred Muller, Frank Owen
and B. Ruppe. Messrs. Owen. Ruppe
and Dcttlebach, were named as a
committee to revise the constltlon and
Santa Fe was named as the
city to hold the next convention and
the date was set as the second week
of September.
A bill was introduced by the Hon.
K. C. Abbott, of Santa Fe, giving this
association 10 per cent of all moneys
collected by the Insurance department and known as the Insurance
fund, as a fund for the benefit of
disabled and sick firemen, their widows and orphans.
This amount is
due and payable on the first day of
August of every" year.
Fire compan- les organized since the year 1SHM
shall also receive a pro rata amount
of the two per cent tax equal to any
organized before that time. This bill
was passed by the house, and on the
last day of the session by the efforts
of Hon. J. Duncan, of San Miguel,
it wits passed by the council and was
at once signed by the governor.
It Is now up to you to become members and help this good work along.
Do not sit back as you have in years
gone by and say we don't need you,
but come forward and help those
who have struggled to make this organization a permanent one. We have
fought and won the fight. Support
those who have done the work and
show them that you appreciate their
efforts in behalf of New Mexico firemen.
Do not let it be said that
is the only territory in the
union in which the firemen will not
help each other.
The yearly dues are placed at the
small sum of $2 per year and there
are no assessments.
Thus you are
protecting your families and your-

TIME

OLD

:

FIDDLER

WITH
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a wound in the forehead caused by
faNg from the wagon.
others, however, take a different
view of the manner in which Burns
met his death. He had long been a
sufferer from tuberculosis and It is
known that his heart was affected
From the position In which the body
was lying when rounn, togemer wun
the fact that he had apparently fallen
from the wagon when the team stopped at the creek to drink, leads to the
belief that he was dead when he fell.
It Is thought that, weakened by
disease, his heart stopped perform
ing its normal functions as he drove
along, the body remaining an the
seat until it was thrown out by the
sudden stopping of the team at the
creek.
The fact that the horses were quiet
ly standing at the creek edge when
found, leads to the natural supposition
that they stoppe dto drink, and hear
Ing no voice bid them "gee iong" remained where they were. Had the
team been running away, or going at
a rapid enough rate to throw Burns
from the wagon, It Is not likely they
would have stopped at the creek and
remained there.
Deceased was about BO years old
and had resided lif this section of the
territory ,for the past twenty-fiv- e
years. He leaves no Immediately rel
atives in Arizona, so far as known
George Ruffner will have charge of
the funeral arrangements.

ARI

s.

TO VOLUNTEER

FIREMEN
i

The Organization Will be

Sustaine-

In

d-Convention

September.
The following letter Is being sent
from the office of Secretary Dettle-bac- h
to the volunteer firemen of New
Mexico, announcing the result of a
meeting held In Santa Fe, In Febru-

ary:

To the volunteer, paid and exempt
firemen of New Mexico:
When fire Is cried and danger Is
nigh.
God and the firemen is the people's
cry;
t'.ut when 'tis quenched, and all
things righted,
God Is forgot and the fireman slighted.

A. Putman in 1859
Fireman's Advocate.

Daniel
ton

in Bos-

New-Mexic-

Greeting
selves.
After a struggle of six years we
We enclose a corrected copy of the
have at last come to stay, and re- old constitution
and a new one will
ceive recognition by the territory of be sent each member
as soon as they
New Mexico.
are printed.
A special meeting of the board of
Please name a member from your
Control and delegates met at Santa town who can be commisslned as
Fe on February 26, 27 and 28. Pres- vice president, to whom application
ent, delegates from Albuquerque, San- blanks will be sent for the enrollment
ta Fe, Ims Vegas, Artesia.
Koswell of members.
and Carlsbad represented by proxy.
The program for the convention
It was resolved to Incorporate un- will be sent out as soon us the memder the laws of New Mexico and B. bers from Santa Fe can get It up.
Kuppe. of Albuquerque: K. Mackel.
Now let us hear from you whether
of East Las Vegas; Fred Muller, volunteer, paid or exempt firemen.
Frank Owen and A. M. Dettlebach.
I.et our motto be now as it has
of Santa Fe were named as incor- always been:
porators and the first board of direc"Always ready when duty calls."
tors. After Incorporation the direcYours fraternnllv.
tors elected B. Ruppe, president,
B. RIPPK.
Owen,
M.
vice president; A.
Frank
Attest:
President N. M. A. F.
Lvttlebach, secretary, and E. Mackel,
A. M. DETTLEBACH,
treasurer.
Secretary N. M. A. F.
The board of control was

FOUND

DEAD III

CREEK

.

Many Theories as to Cause
of Death-Tea- m
Stayed
With Corpse.
Prescott. Arizona. April 30. Strickheart disease while driving a
team along the Copper Basin road,
to fall from the wagon when
the
team stopped to drink, striking his
forehead on a jagged stone, was the
lonely death that overtook Louis
Burns, a driver for the Ruffner stables, whose dead body
was found
Saturday afternoon by Charles Atkins
who had been sent in search of the
man.
The dead man left nere Friday afternoon to drive with a party of men
to the Jackson camp, in the Copper
Basin district. He arrived there safely, leaving in the evening for this city,
being expected to arrive here about
10 o'clock. When he did not put in
an appearance Friday night or Saturday morning, George Ruffner, owner
of the rig which Burns was driving,
sent young Atkins In search ef him.
Atkins had traveled the Copper
Basin road to a point where tne road
crosses a small creek, near the old
Williams ranch, three miles southeast
of this city, wnen he saw the team
landing quietly at the creek, still
hitched to the wagon.
I'pon approaching Atkins discovered Burns' dead body lying beside the
wagon, the head resting in the water.
There was a wound on the forehead,
made by coming In contact with a
rock in the fall. One of the reins was
lying near the dead man, the otner
being still In the wagon. The team
had apparently not moved after Burns
fell from the wagon.
Atkins placed the dead man in the
wagon and made all possible haste
back to this city. A coroner's Jury' was
Impanneled, and after viewing the remains and examining several witnesses, rendered a verdict to the effect
that Burns came to his death from
en by

Gentle and KfTective.
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an inside worker I find
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets Invaluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life.
their action being gentle and effective,
clearing the digestive tract and the
head." Price, 25 cents. Samples
free. AH druggists.

ROBS OPERA

THIEF

no

EVENING CITIZEN.

1LBUQUERQTJE

!M7.

HOUSE

BOX OFFICE

St. Paul. Minn., April 30. Just as
Harry K. Kicker, manager of th
Metropolitan opera house, had fin
ished counting up the receipts from
the afternoon and evening perform
auces Saturday night, an unknown
person struck him over the head
with a bluiil weapon, felling him to
the ground. Mr. Bicker was alone at
the time and the robber obtained
I2.X30,
away unobserved.
wetting
There is 110 clew to the robber's Identity.
The money represented
the full
amount t aken In at the two performances of John Im-rt'"His House In
order." Mr. Bicker, the manager of
was
theater,
not
the
seriously Injured,
being only temporarily stunned.
Does coffee
disagree with you?
Probably it does! Then try Dr.
Snoop's Health Coffee. "Health Coffee" is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
real coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee, yet its flavor and taste
matches closely old Java and Mocha
offee.
If your stomach, heart, or
kdney can't stand coffee drinking,
tiy Health Coffee. It Is wholesome,
riourihln)T and satisfying. It's nice
vii for thu youngest child. Sold by
C. N. Brlnsham.

Well-inform- ed

is to learn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians are the most careful as to
the uniform quality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
d
known to physicians and the
generally that the California Fig Syrup
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethical character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company has become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.

"1 am not believer ia too much medietas. Don't take medicine all the time.
Get a good tomo
and take it until the
old vitality tetania
then stop. A gen
eral tonie and system renorator
should be taken in
the spring and fall.
For this purpose
there is nothing bet
ter on earth than

,0

Cooper's New Discovery, but I advise
no one to take this

TRUTH AND QUALITY
in every walk of life and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is lest each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may Ihj made to contribute
to that end and the use ot medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may lie invaluable if taken at the
pro r time, the California Tig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
the appoval of physicians and the world-widacceptance of the
because
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the original method of manufacture, which is known to the California Fg Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has leen long and favorably known under the name of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-widacceptance as the most excellent of
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well
known to physicians and the
of the world to be the lest of natural
laxatives, v.". have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always be
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs and to get its lieneficial effects alway3
California Fig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Compan
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call for
Syrup of
Figs or by the full name Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Elixir of Senna
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
which has given
Syrup of Figs
satisfaction to millions. The uenuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one sie only, the regular price of which
is fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.
Well-Informe-

d

Well-Informe-
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New York, N.
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All Kinds

does for

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

run-dow-

people who need a tonic:

n

'! have been sick for number of years
with stomach trouble and also from back-

ache and headaches. Sometimes I became
to weak I could not stand on my feet. My
food did not aeem to nourish ma and I
could not gain strength. I felt tired to
death all the time. Nothing I took helped
me, and hearing so much of the Cooper
mediotnes I decided to try them.
"I have takeo two bottles of Cooper's

New Discovery with the most remarkable
result. I now feel entirely well. My
appetite ia fine, I sleep well, have no more
I
headaches and am quite strong again
eannot express my thanks for what these
medicines have done.
Saaie Middleton,
1957 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

EVEMING
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SjMSaW

Alk s about these medioines.
ell them.
THE
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OIL

AT RQSVVELL

Has 640 Acres of Land Under
Lease-- G,
A. Richardson
Elected President.
Iloswell, N. M.. April 30. Having
great conttdence in the future of the
oil fields around Iloswell, a number
of the prominent men of Koswell have
organized the Southwestern Oil com

puny.
The company will be composed entirely of Koswell and Chaves county
men, and men of sound judgment.
and will be Incorporated for 1200.000
divided into 200,000 shares of the par
value or one dollar per share.
This land Is located four and a half
miles west of Main street, out from
Second street, and In the opinion of
expert 011 men, wno nave examined
the truct it Is the best and largest oil
(leid to be found in the territory,
There are 640 acres in the tract.
It is near this tract of land that
the Ady well Is located. This well,
bored for water, showed such strong
Indications or oil, that it was thoroughly examined and a test (made,
and it was found that there was com
ing from the oil a considerable quan
tity of paraffin oil.
(1. A. Uichardson Is president
of
the new company; Jos. C. Carper, vice
secretary
president; (Gregory Moore,
J. T.
and V. S. Prager, treasurer.
Carlton, George Ady, Jr., and C. W.
Haynes also are directors. With these
gentlemen in control of the affairs
of the company, there is no doubt but
that the company wilt be carefully.
honestly and soundly managed.
The matter of putting down a well
has already been taken up, and a
contract for the drilling will be let
the first part of next week.
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of horseless carrluge

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

G

J. D. Eaktn. President
O. Olomi, Vice Prealdeat.

ChM. Mellnl. SerUrj;
O. Bacb.ec hi, 'rreuarae.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

Mtoak to outfit tbo

tnott fmttldloui bar oomploto

Have bsen appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jee. A.
Schlltx, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yellowatone,
Qreen River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other etandard brands of whlsklaa toe numeroue to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the atrsJfht article a received by na from the beet Uerlea.
Dlst'.llerlea and Brewerlee In the UDlted Stat a. Cal; and lnaeect oar
Stock and Prlcti, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Frtea bin.
Issued to dealera only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL. Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ShaftBart, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iron
Front for Buildings.
Rommlr on Mining and mill Mmohlnary m Bpaolalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
ing's, Pulleys, Grade

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices
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The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

20
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BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

h

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies, Etc.

SAMPLC AMD
CLUB ROOMS

0004B0tfa-kaCOAL

a

Genuine American block, per
ton
M.30
CerrlUoa Lump
$.50
Anthracite Nut
as.Stt
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, atove .ami .furnace

.

1IVF.

A CIOMI.

DKALKB IN

WMOLK0ALK

Shoup'i
liaa In the paat dime to much
three or four times every night and lor weakKnfttorative
hhoop lir.t sought
anl ailing HnarU. palpitating.
wash with cu'.d water to allay the the cause of all thii painful, lr.
lufTocav-Inheart distress, br. Hlioop t kestorative thii
but since using this
terrible Itchln-fprescn
popular
alone
it
iitloo
directed
to these
itching
1905,
halve In December,
the
and wasting nerve centers,
it builds;
arid has not troubled me. wk
hn stopped
lCtrengthent; It often real, genuine heart help.
Kiler Jjliti T. ongley, Uootville, If you would have strong Hearts, wrong di
gestion, strengthen these .nerves
Pa. Fur sale by ail druggists.
'

BY . . .

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Heart Strength

(lit A HAM.

D

is right

any

."

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.

are right

Our Work

I

other all year Ion I.
Give nature a chance. Establish regularity
In movement of the bowels. Drink plenty
o! water but not at meat time. Chew your
food very carefully and eat slowly. Sleep
with the window open, don't be afraid of
Iresh air and do not eat a great deal of
grease. Be regular at meals. Go to bed
and get up at the same hour each day if
possible. Take bottle of Cooper's New
Discovery twice a year and your liie should
be long and healthy.
tiere ia what Cooper a New Discovery

"'AXNOX.
Strike Committee, Bisbee Miners' I'n-- i Hart Strength, or Haart WeakneM. mrnt Nerve
in No.' liH. Western Federation of Strength, or Ham Weakiieia uotiunc mora.
io.
Miners.
Itirtslr, nM one weak heart In a hundred U. In
artoallr dtaeawd. It is almost alwsri a
hidden tin? little nerve that really in all at fault.
y
llltKKM
Thit oberure nerre the Cardiac, or Heart Nero
Ye, I lliut) l oond It at Last.
iinply needs, and must have, more power, mora
ChamberWhy
Found what
that
stability, more controlling, more governing
ures eczema and all Krength. Wilhoot
lain's Salve
that the Heart must continue
manner of Inhlng of the s'tln. I to fail, and the utomauh and kidnuyt alio bavs
same controlling nerves.
have been afflicted for man years Uie
with skin disease, I had to get up Thii rlearlr emlaLus whr. at a medicine. Dr.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky.

j

l

e

Well-Informe-

or

medicine

ItlSS MtDOLBTOIC.

New York, April 30. Automobile
lunch wagons, not the ordinary kind
that has become
familiar through its year of service
connected to the pavement by water
and gas mains on city street corners,
but something new in this line, are to
be called upon to help solve the bane
of all suburban communities
how to
keep Bridget. Biddy and all her ilk
is
to be communlzed; not on the
MAKING WAR ON
Sinclair plan or anything similar
they are simply to be boiled down into
central power station, so to speak,
BISBEE MINERS afrom
which eball emanate cooked
dinners, clean laundry and the other
comforts of life according to a schedTil" f illow ing notic e Is being circu- ule.
A. certain Mr. Hoblnson, of Mont-clal- r,
lated throughout the country, warnN. J., where the question of
ing wotkingiin'11 away from Bisbee,
having a Kate or Bridget during the
Ariz
cold
becomes exceedingly
months
Workliigineti:
Stay away from
Bisb.e, Ariz. The members of tho acute each year. Is responsible for the
Western Federation of Miners in that Idea. Things have been so bad there
place at e on si ike against the min- this winter that many of the inhabiing companies f r the abolition of the tants were compelled to migrate to
Hence
blacklist and discrimination against the Joys of urban hotel life.
plan,
the union men. Pay no attention to Mr. Robinson's
subsidized press reports or to agents which as its piece da resistance inof the companies.
The mines of cludes hot dinners delivered by auto.
Whether a waitress is delivered at
Bisbee are unfair, und 110 man fair
to organized labor will work in them the same time to serve them does not
appear.
deuntil the companies accede to our
mands.
M. C. FISH Kit.
PERCY KAWLINti.
DAVE MIEU'TINoVICH,

Well-Informe-

Our Prices

.'HOW TO KEEP HEALTHY."

s

une oi tne important Dimes ot rnysicians ana
the
of the World

,

nrrrtrw

aUea
Mextao City ami return 1 10.23, April
Clean Gas Coke
a&cll to Slay IHdi. l imit July 31.
WOOD.
J. I.". I'litUY,
Green Mill Wood, per load.
si-u-

Card signs.

$9 50
$6.00

t.

"Rooms fur Hent."
"B,irJ," etc.. tor sil at th oflke of
The Evening C'itUin.

.. .$.$

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Uoth

Phono.
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SLOWLY EXHAUSTING TIMBER SUPPLY

I
nve.-- lx
11111
Every pt rson in the Fnlted
"n
were
If
lie
use
would
he
as
wool
a
much
times
Kurope. The country as a whole consume every year
between three and four time more wood than all of the
forest of the United Slated grow In the meantime. Tiie
verage acre of forest lays up a st ire of only ten cubic
feet annually, whereas It ought to be laying up at lea.t
thirty cubic feet In order to furnish the products taken
Since 1680 more than 700.000,0"0,000 leel of
out of It.
timber have been cut for lumber alone, Including
feet of coniferous timber In excess of the total coniferous Mum page estimate of the census In 1880.
statements
These are some of the remarkable
made In circular 87 of the forest service, which d?als
with the timber supply of the United States and review
the stumpage estimates made by oil the Important auA study of the circular must lead directly to
thorities.
that the rate at which forest product-- '
conclusion
the
in the United States have been and are being consumed
is far too lavish, and that only one result can follow unless steps are promptly taken to prevent waste In use
and to Increase the growth rate of every acre of forest
This result is a timber famine
in the United States.
This country Is today In the same position with regard
to forest resources as was Germany 150 years ago. During this period of 150 years such German states as Saxony and Prussia, particularly the latter, have applied
a policy of government control and regulation which haj
immensely Increased the productivity of their forests.
The same policy will achieve even better results in the
United States, because we have the advantage of all the
lessons which Europe has learned and paid for In the
course of a century of theory and practice.
Lest It might be assumed that the rapid and gaining
depletion of American forest resources Is sufficiently accounted for by the Increase of population, It Is pointed
out In the circular that the increase In population since
1880 Is barely more than half the increase in lumber
Two areas supplying Umber
cut In the same period.
have already reached and passed their maximum production the northern states in 1870 and the lake states
In 1890. Today the southern states, which cut yellow
d
pine amounting to
the total annual lumber cut
of the country, are undoubtedly near their maximum.
The Pacific states will soon take the ascendancy. The
state of 'Washington within a few years has come to the
front and now ranks first of all individual states in
volume of cut.
h
of the total forest area of the
At present
United States is embraced in national forests.
The remaining four-fifth- s
have already passed or are most
likely to pass Into private hands.
The average age of
the trees felled for lumber this year Is not less than 150
years. In ether words, if he Is to secure a second crop
0 trees 0 the same size, the lumberman or private forest owner must wait, say, at least 100 years for the secInvestond crop to grow. As a rule, such long-tim- e
ments as this waiting would Involve do not commend,
themselves to business men who are accustomed to
quick returns. But the states and the nation can look
much farther ahead. The larger, then, the area of national and Ft ate, control over woodlands, the greater is
the likelihood that the forests of the country will be
kept permanently productive.
one-thir-

one-fift-

,

DIVORCE FROM NEGLECT
The Ohio State Journal view's with considerable
alarm the rapid spread of the divorce germ, and In
seeking the cause therefor entirely forgets the story of
Adam and Eve In the garden of Paradise. The Journa'
lays the blame upon the man, where In a great many
cases It, perhaps, Justly falls. However, the question of
divorce Is an intricate one which has puzzled clergy,
jurists, sociologists and the common geezer alike. There
is one truth in the Journal view of the question which Is
commendable. Regarding It, that paper says:
t.
"Out of nine divorces granted, eight were for
This matter should not stop here, It Is no small
Why,
thing or & man to neglect his duty to his wife.
if this practice Is allowed to go on, It will seriously menace the social fabric and marriage will become a vile
convenience. A man marries a woman, goes away and
stays. She sues for divorce, and it is granted, and that,
But it is Just what the heartperhaps, is right enough.
There
less hUHband wants. It Is a victory for him.
should be some punishment for a man of that kind, not
alone for his personal fault, perhaps, but in defense of
the marriage relation which is disparaged and disgraced.
Thjfre should be further legislation upon this point."
neg-Jec-

A Missouri editor finds that "e" is the must unfortunate letter In the English alphabet, "because It is out
of cash and forever in debt," to which an exchange replied: "Unfortunate, did you say? We don't think so.
Why. bless your life, It's at the end of time and in the
beginning of eternity, first of everything always in sunshine and never in shadow; In the middle of bed, doubled
up In sleep and always in rest."

MEXICO
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soldier-statesma-
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.
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Stickley Bros. Mfg. Co.
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The increase In the production of r.lnc during 1906
over that of 1905 In as near as figures at present obtainable will determine, about 1,800,000 pounds, says
Socorro county with Its princithe Mining Reporter.
pal camp In the central western part of the territory
and Just west of the Rio Grande river. Is by far the
largest producer. The Kelly and Graphic mines have
become well known as shippers, and are sending the
greater part of their ores to the smelters of Kansas,
though some of it goes to the far east for treatment.
The Kelly mine is now shipping a hundred tons dally.
During the year It has extended its working tunnel
and encountered an enormous body of ore, mostly sulphides, carrying values in gold, silver, ilnx, lead and
copper. The earnings for this mine amount to 1,
Mining and
485,000, says Mr. Taylor, of the
Development company. New machinery has been Installed and arrangements completed for new and extensive surface work.
The discovery of the remarkable ore body In the
Graphic mine being operated by the Ozark Mining
and Smelting company, in which a zinc sulphide has
been penetrated for some 135 feet without finding walls,
and through ore running as high as 42 per cent zinc
when taken In connection with the development work
of the Key group and others which show the extension of the contact deposits, it becomes evident that
Xew Mexico has one of the remarkable zinc deposits
of the United States.
The phenomenal success of the Magdalena district
producing section to
In changing from a lead-silvthat of zinc has been the occasion of many new development enterprises In quest of zinc in other counties.
And zinc Is now found In replacement carbonates
and primary sulphides In commercial quantities In several counties not yet included in the list of six now
producing.
twenty-fiv- e
district,
miles
The Tres Hermanos
south of Demlng In Luna county is fulfilling the prediction of Professor Jones, and is rapidly coming to
the front. It cannot approach the record made by the
Magdalena district still since It is so new a shipping secProfitable shiption much may be hoped from it.
ments have been made from the Carpenter district,
thus placing Sierra county In the list of shippers once
more. The shipments from Hanover have increased
the record of Grant county.
er
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COMPARES CONGRESS:
MEN TO LOWING KINE

MlTZI

FINDS

ANOTHER
CLUE.

3

In one of the two cars received this week we received a large
supply of those well known goods.
Fumed Oak Is going to take
the place of weathered oak, and In the Mlsslo:i style It Is the perfect
finish.

THE

r

the buyer of bed chamber suits
(sleep made a JoyC dining room
furniture (every meal a delight)
or pieces for parlor, drawing room
or hall (each article an ornament
to the home). If anythlng's needs
ed to complete your pleasure
our pricing. Glad to outline it on
request.

K
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Referred to the Second Fiddler.
There was a man named Peter
Pull name Peter Dought
When he died they wrote o'er him,
"Just Petered Out."
O

The Woman of It.
Mrs. Smith was thirty-livHer daughter was sixteen.
Ten years roll round; she's
Her daughter still sixteen.
e.

thirty-fiv-

largest line of household goods

In

the west.

purchaser of a Morris or
other "easy" chair here no less

The Cub's Corner
Como Estamus?

PltTtTtE

Is the

rtitttrnrutitti

m

We also received SO rolls of linoleum, and can furnish any
amount on short notice. We will welcome a call to Inspect thi

OF CONTENTMENT

(Continued tomorrow.)

e.

Cash or Installment

F. H. STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

REFRIGERATORS

O

If It rained like it did last night
regularly, there would be a million
people in Xew Mexico in a year.
That's not saying, there won't be that
population anyhow and incidentally
plenty of rain.

Tln

"This here rain." remarked Bill
Foler, as he filled his cob pipe, "sure
looks like ol Kansas tu me. The only
diffurence is that in Kansas yu glner-all- y
git too much while In Xew Mexico yu git a plenty and then she stops
fer a year. Kalkulate they're goin to
raise sum big crops this year."

AUTOMATIC

Xero was fiddling while Rome
burned.
"I got the notion from our cook."
Lobbying Is like driving cows. There are times he explained. "She always played the
when It Is best to say, "Sub. boss! Suh boss! Come piano while the steak was burning."
Thus we see the servant problem
bossy!
Xlce Bossy!" and to shake the peck measure
had reached an
stage even in
Invitingly, says Gilson Gardner In "Success Magazine." those early day?. acute
And then there are other times when the only thing
0
to do is to get behind and holler and throw sticks Into
It Is now up to the local garage to
the air. At heart congressmen are timid creatures, iet the spiders spin
in the
and a big noise is often mistaken by them for big auto wheels and put in a. line of
leave
boats.
Boats
first
street
and
danger.
Railroad avenue every ten minutes.
It was the "big noise" method that was adopted Kxpert rowers and no danger of getby the railway brotherhoods to "shoo" the senate back ting your feet wet. Talk about rain in
bill which would cover rail- Xew Mexico! Well. I guess yes.
from passing an anti-pas- s
0
A representative
way employees and their families.
Lots About Notliin'.
of the organization, who sat daily In the reserved galMary is a little girl,
lery, sent out a telegram of warning. The response She lives
in Albuquerque.
was spectacular and historic. It Is known as the "rain Sundays she eats chicken and
They began to come early In the day. On Christmas she eats turkey.
of telegrams."
They continued until dark, and the desk Of every sen- Willie is a noble boy.
ator was piled with scores of personal entreaties. All He lives In Tucumcarl,
that night they kept on coming. The Western Union He Is too young but when he (trowf,
company was swamped, and Superintendent Collins The chances are he'll marry.
called on Philadelphia and Baltimore for operators John Jones Is a' handsome man,
All that night and the following day the telegrams He lives at Silver City,
poured In. It Is estimated that there were no less He's learning how to play a horn,
iHn
that a pity?
than 10,000, and the tolls on them amounted to $30,-00- Xow
Is
Louisa
but sweet sixteen.
And In the senate democrats vied with republicans She has not yet been kissed.
But
when
she has then she will know
for a chance to get the floor and to offer an amend- Just how much
she's missed.
ment exempting the mUsy class. It was never Intended, they explained, thai railway employees should be Towser Is a little dog.
ipei1.
made to pay their fares; nor yet their families; nor Who takes a brainthestorm
neighbors wish
barks until
railway lawyers, nor railway doctors, nor their fami And
well!
That towser was in
nes; nor the sick, nor the Indigent, nor the homeless,
n .
nor Any man looking for a Job in the grain fields. And
T AITS.
so the senate framed up that monumentally foolish list
Saw there we"re daft
of exceptions to an otherwise good law a perennial
With all this Tat't
e
reminder of the rain of telegrams, ami the
Business.
upper
house.
statesmanship of the
First it was Bill,
The never-stil- l.
Telegrams, letters, and petitions are the sticks and
confidential fri.-'lTheodore's
And. as
stones by which congressmen are driven.
To send
lobby weapons, they are daily coming Into more genFirst here, then ther
And everywhere,
Public sentiment Is an awful
eral and expert use.
,
And meant
phrase to men who hold elective office, and letters and
For President.
The expert
petitions are indices of public sentiment.
lobbyist, armed with postage, a mlneograph, and a
Then, suddenly, we s e
Charles P.,
mailing list, can do business with members of our naWho's going batty
He plays on public sentiment, stirs
tional legislature.
In Cincinnati,
up Interest, forms opinion, and above all, precipitates
And he campaigns
The plains.
the rain of telegrams and letters.
The citv, farm and hi:!
For Bill.
Shouting "For home, fur 0 j:,:i.v,
S BACK YARD MADE
2 And the handicraft
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Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

cob-we-

0.

cow-lik-
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INTO SPOT OF BEAUTY jj

It would probably be a great relief to the people of
XXXXXXX)0O0O0XXXXXXXK0O0OKi
the Estancia valley to hear the Estancia News say a
In a sheltered corner of our garden stands a rock
Mexboosting
Xew
of
section
few words towards
that
ery, a mass of fluffy, feathery green ferns and the dainti
ico instead of wasting so much time talking ubnut some
est of blue violets and blue phlox from the woods, writes
things It doesn't understand.
a subscriber. It Is an object of admiration to every visitor, a pleasure to look at and a source of
The Artesia "County" Advocate appears to get someto ourselves.
what balled up editorially this week. In one column ,t
Xot so very long ago the piece of ground whereon
It
extends bouquets to Governor furry, and In the other
the rockery now stands was occupied by a heap of tin
seeks to reflect somewhat upon his private life. As The cans, broken glass and china, garden refuse and so on, a
Evening Citizen stated some time before, the Advocate motley collection of things
that have a habit of accumunow and then makes
lating In some odd corner or other.
For a long time we regarded that rubbish pile with
Captain George Curry, governor of Xew Mexico, disfavor.
It seemed Impossible to do away with It.
appears to be a mighty popular man But at last one happy day the head of the household had
in Xew Mexico If the comments heard on all sides are to an Inspiration.
A holo was dug in the ground close
be considered, the Roswell Record to the contrary not by, long enough and deep enough to accommodate all
withstanding.
the rubbish. Tin cans, old china, corn stalks, rakings
from the lawn, dead leaves, etc., all went to form a
Whether Theodore Roosevelt runs for a third term foundation for the rockery.
Several bucketsfuls of
or not, the chances are good that he will continue to use earth were thrown over to cover up any suspicion of
the big stick for a good long time to come. When Teddy tin can visible, and on top of that were placed stones
sees a San Juan hill, he takes it.
and old bricks that the plow turned up In Its yearly
Journey this spring. These were also covered with earth
The coming to life of the editorial department on until at last the rubbish heap looked like a smooth
The Optic is In the mound of earth.
the Las Vegas Optic Is gratifying.
In a corner of the field dose by were piled large,
"booster" class of the Sunshine territory and has its
shoulder to the wheel for the advancement of Xew Irregular shaped stones. We arranged a row of these
close togethcre along the edge of the heap until a
Mexico.
slightly flattened oval was formed, and many more of
If the crops in the ltio Grande valley turn out as the same stones were set up on edge In the soft earth,
good as they now appear, despite the late frost, the aver- some lengthwise, some straight, some in reclining po
age farmer will own his own automobile next year.
sitions, till the top was reached.
When completed the
rockery was about two feet from the ground, seven feet
The Inventor of the treatment to make fuel out of long and about four feet wide.
Down In the woods below the railroad track in every
ashes was probably stimulated by noticing that water
hollow place under the trees we found whole marshes
has been made to earn dividends.
of ferns, Huffy curling ferns, their silvery green fronds
ust uncurling.
We dug up a bucketful or more of them,
A Xew York paper calls Bryan an unconscious socialist. The proofreader should have caught this, for taking cure not to shake off the rich black leaf mold
clinging to the roots, and in a short time they were all
the editor probably meant humorist.
transplanted in their new home.
In the same woods, almost hidden by the dead
Vote for the bond issue for a new ity hall, and !.
your part towards making Albuqucrqut a good place to brown leaves under the maple trees, we discovered hun
dreds of violets, dark blue, almost purple, alternating to
live in!
nearly white, some the color of the sky on sunny April
The recent distress ill Wall street referred to by J days, others the shade of purple pansles, true violet
ne delicate colors harmonized beautifully with
now to have lieen coic.r.
"growing pain.
V Mnruan ;
the soft, fresh green of the ferns, and today our rockery
Kit t n app'e pal. is.
All it needs Is plenty of water every
is flourishing well.
Times-Hustlof San Juan cotiii.y morning; ferns need constant moisture to do well. When
The
What next.' it is a hot day we water several times.
Our rockery
is Jtcu.v interested in "socialism just no-cost nothing tut a little time and labor, und Is one of
the prettiest spots in the whole garden.
Vote for the tity hall bonds.
s.
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EVENING CITIZES.

of Taftl"

Third, to our citizenry
Arises Henry,
one more
(Xever heard of him before!)
And between drinks
We hear what HE thinks.
And all the burden of HIS sh..f.
Is likewise "Tan:"
Bill. Charles P.. and Htnry too,
AltK there any molt .a home like
vou

?

O

Bv Stuart Maclean.
Oh. have you heard the latest thing

Washlngtonlan

In

Albuquerque. New Mex.

craze.

How statesmen all are talking in most

eulogistic phrase
Since we organized the people wiih
a presidential snub.
And have now Incorporated as the
nation's Lemon Club?
To choose some officers we found a
thing we could not dodge,
o K. H. llarrlman was made Chief
Lemon of the lodge:
exhibits
Ami since the list of rare
seemed to need a barker.
A Itoyal Lemon squeezer
next we
found in Alton Parker.
The post of Lcmnii Aide we chose for
Chandler, of the senate,
And High Kxalted Lemon Juice for
Bowen, alienate;
And voting one to till the place of
Lime we found a solace
engineer who
In that distinguished
goes by name of Wallace.

Editor Citizen:
JemeV Hot Springs, X. M., April 27.
We were very much interested In
an article In the morning Journal of
April 24, by special correspondence
A V oic"2
from this place, entitled,
F1x.n1 the Mountains for Decency'
for we recognized that "voice" and
feel certain if readers knew the true
character of the owner of that "voice
its cry for decency would be consid
ered a perfect travesty.
The Journal's special correspondas a
ent from Jemez masquerades
'hristian and a republican, but his
robe of righteousness" fits him like
.
and does not
the discerning observer.
This "voice" which is now crying
or decency is the same "voice" that
few months ago formed a conspir
acy to throw a lady out 01 ner jou.
nd during the Investigation ot mis
trouble this same "voice' gave dirty,
ow, false evidence against this lady,
rying to blacken her character andBut heIrag her honor 111 the dust.
failed .for the lady proved eonclusive- Iv that the evidence he gave was a
v. vile fabrication.
Xow. when a vulture cries out for
ring In
leanllness it has a peculiar
.
.
i.i
our ears, and tnose w nnm ne woum
injure in his article to the Journal,
were they guilty of the crimes 01
which they are accused, would still
be gentlemen when compared with
their accuser.
We. too. would utter a voice for
purity in politics, but we do not sun-m- it
to the teachings of a hypocrit in
either religion or politics.
"hand-me-down-

de-ei-

."

A

C.

reeling made us
stop and sadly wriggle, oh.
I'm it we c hanced to recollect (nr
erstwhile Poultncy P.igelow
lin High fur the other ufhecs. it seem
ed best to desist
I ntil
lie president should ;.d some
others to tiie list.
So now the Lemon club is formed
its membership is growing.
And you may be the n xt to join
you have 1,0 wav of knowing:
foi got we had one other
oh!
licer in mind.
nied to i:.die."ite
For a straw
ote
Maria would be Bind
There's nothing so gc d for a sore
oi
throat as 1 r. Thomas' K
Cures in a few hours, Believes any
pain in any part.

J, Byars at

1U7

f-

let-trie

Move

Keiuirlug.

KACKLEY

Wt

ttO

THE TAILOR
Gold Avenue

We are the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.

If lhere

h Anytime Dearer To

r.A IM'.H.

SsA

restaurant of
iorui t irsi sireei.

c

ileatV

but do not assume any outstanding
owner.
indebtedness of the former
c!. Ciacomelli and Brother.
To Clilcken recrters.
Mausard's Mills are celling good
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.

The funeral of John B. Lutz, who
Saturdav afternoon, was held
from the Church of the Immaculate conception this morning, with tnteiment 111 Fairvlew cemetery.
died

NOTHING BETTER
THAN THE BITTERS
ap-

When the digestion Is impaired,
petite poor, bowels, constipated, liver
ind kidneys weaK and inactive or
leep restless, you cannot find a purer
or Mifcr remedy than the famous

Hostettcr's
Stomach
Bitters

I

1

H

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

Not
We have bought the

Tile place of Lemon

1

j

COMMUNICATIONS

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

We take charge dating from April .X.

(Mil

THE NV1IOWE I.KMON

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

I can lit any stove made, grisokne
stoves a specialty. Jj Stokes and
company, 411 Wet Bailroad avenue.
o
I I K'S (.(Mill, ( o.l P.OOT BEE
AT WALTON , DKl'U b'lOJtE.

can easily
this by trying a Is. t tie nt
once. For oer 53
eur it has been
nohig its merit
in cases of
You

STOMACH

pi o e

sick llcaclu-lu'- .
Appetite.
I ialuleiiey.

lor

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Phone 98

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
WM
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
WM
PER TON

WOOD
FOR CASH ONLY
Arret may is

John

S.

602 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Dr. Wllllums' lodlun Pile
iiuluiui.t'Mll cure tldixi
anu Iithiuc
lUecuui
its. it ubsori& the 11111101-4- ,
nUVk the iu tiiu' at on, ui ui
as a iMiultice, telle, no.tai.1 fe
int. Jlr. V iIiiuuih' lniliiin 1'ile OinV
uietd iHiretire.l tor i'lles uiitl lli-Lvcy box la
Ing ol iio) private p.iris.
1.
cm re
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the; men am women ok
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Do not injure
their physical and
mental well being with indigestible

Bemember, they grow best
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality of
bread that you know is made right in
IntligeM ion,
every way.
L'nder sanitary condil)sM'lll.
I cnmle Ills
tions, of good flour, properly mixed
or Malaria,
and baked, so as to be wholesome and
fi
Ballings' bread on trial
FOR SALE BY S. VANN A SON. ' nutritious.
will be found to fulfill every requirecr and Aeue
ment.
genuine has
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
a 111 p CANDIES,
PIONEER BAKERY
AT WALTON'S DRUG
over neck.
STORE.
207 SoulU First Street.
J

H FnY,

aimmi. ao. urn:

SACRAMENTO NATIONAL COUNTY
FOREST IS PRO- -

'

ASSESSOR'S SANTI

SPAT

RED AND

OFFICE A BUSY

ON

ALBUQUERQUE

EVEyu

THE TELEPHONE

CABLE

THE

THE

CITIZO.
Till: COI.OItAlM) WTIONMi

CO.
I.I IT: ASM RAM K SOC1KTY.
company,
An old line" Insurance
with ample capital, solid, conservn-ttv- e.

HAS

Make Your
Hot Porch

progressive. Writes liberal connnd Investment.
Prewltt ft Prewltt. Managers, Commercial flub building.

tracts of Insurance

APPEARANCE

o

PLACE

The Price ol Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
district Is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills.'
writes Ella Slayton. of Nolnnd. Ark.
, New Life Pills cleanse gently and impart new life and vigor to the sys
tem. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

OF CISTERN

GREEN

Order Sets Aside 851.000 Property Owners Hurrying to Gamblers go One Round in Service Badly Hindered- - Man
St, Elmo-CuneWon.
ager Graham Says
Avoid Paying That 25
Acres to Protect Pecos
Both
Penalty.
Be Patient."
Are
Fined.
Per Cent
Drainage Basin.
o

signed by Presiof this
month creating the Sacramento national forest of New Mexico relegates
another Important portion of the timber lands of the territory to governThe
ment control and supervision.
area thus set aside Includes 851,000
acres of land lying to the south of the
Aleealero Indian reservation, with a
parcel extending northward along the
A
western boundary of the same.
strip Including 47,360 acres at the extreme north end of the new forest
was formerly a portion of the Lincoln
reserve.
A great deal of the best timber In
the new forest has already been cut
and much of the remainder Is In
private or corporate hands, but fed-ercontrol. It Is believed, will Insure
the preservation and proper care of
remainder,
thus justifying the exthe
pense Involved In the change.
This
Is especially true of the western portion of the reserve.
The east line of the Sacramento
forest lies along the Juniper and the
Pinion belt, all of which Is heavily
grazed by goats, sheep and cattle, and
the timber has been largely cut for
fuel and posts by stockmen who occupy the country all the way to the
Pecos river. As a result the range
and forests have been greatly injured
and violent floods in the Penasco and
the Pecos river tributaries have ensued. It Is thought that the new reservation, together with the Lincoln
and Pecos reserves, will complete the
protection of the Pecos drainage
basin, as together they practically
Cover the most Important headwater
areas.
'
It Is announced that the supervision of the new forest is to be so conducted as to not only protect the valuable timber and watershed, but to
interfere as little as possible with the
Use of the range by the stockmen, restraining Influences to be applied a?
gradually as its consistent with the
beneficial objects In view.
The proclamation

dent Roowvelt on the 24th

al

Have you made your

assessment

because he lost

$1 on

the roulette

returns for the year 1907? If not you wheel at the St, Elmo saloon
had better do so before tomorrow day afternoon, Salvador Santl
upon

night, or you will be enrolled
the unknown property holder books
of the county assessor's office, and
In such case you will be compelled to
pay the 25 per cent penalty, prescribed by law.
From March 1 to April 28, the, rets
turns for the various villages and
of the county, came In slowly,
but during the last ten days, every
mall has brought in packages from
the five collectors who are assisting
County Assessor GTOmeld.
While a number oT the property
the
holders have protested against
valuation put on their property by
the assessor, the majority seem well
satisfied. All complaints are referred
to the board of county commissioners,
which will meet as a board of equalization on July 1.
"All I can do now with the returns
is to file them away. The summing
up will begin then but It will be a
week before I can ten Just how many
property owners there are In Bernalillo county, and the value of their
property," said Mr. Grunsfelu
this
morning.
pre-clnc-

I1KYAN TO STEAK AT
AVATEIIV1 1,1. K. MArXE.
Me., April JO. The
Waterville,
democrats are in high glee In anticipation of the glad time they will have
this afternoon in listening to the

great orator. William J. Bryan. He
will speak for Colby college In the
Baptist church. His subject Is "The
Value of an Ideal."

GUPID

HELD

torated on the wheel, and precipitated
a fight with John A. Cuneo, manager
of the place. In police court this
morning Santl pleaded, guilty to fight
Ing and disturbing the peace, and was
fined $30, while Cuneo, the com
plaining witness was fined $5..
Cuneo said that Santl came Into
hid place yesterday afternoon dead
drunk, but Insisted upon playing the
wneel.
Wnen he lost his dollar bet
he became angry, cursing Cuneo and
expectorating at the Implement
on
which he lost his money. Cuneo
remonstrated and escorted Santl to
the street.
Then minutes later Santl rushed
into the St. F.lmo looking for trouble,
ana tne tight ensued.
Chief of Police McMlllin and Off!
cer Knapp then interfered and placed
Santl under arrest. When asked to
give his statement of the affray, Santl
sain;
"I was drunk. Mr. Judge, but hon
estly, I don't remember
anything
aofiui tne trouble you sneak of.
you
"Well, I'll fine
$30 or thirty
days, for fighting and disturbing the
peace ana also for being drunk, an
nounced the court.
"Mr. Cuneo, I don't think that any
man has the right to kick another
man when he's down on the floor, so
l 11 fine you $5,
said Judge Craig
sternly.
Cuneo had three witnesses who at
tested to his story of the affray.
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VIVE BY BRAKEMAN
PLAY

PETITT

BERNALILLO COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT

Rev. Hugh A. Gooper Asked Student Actors Feel Sanguine
of Success in Their First
to Tie Nuptial
Attempt at ShaKespeare.
and Groom at Gray Stone.
Knot-Bri- de

J. i:.
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$I.M1.I..
A suit was filed In the district court
thin morning by Josefii H. u Sandoval against M. Y. (Jnniez, J. M. Archuleta. Jr., and the Archuleta Mercantile company, of .Sandoval county.
The plaintiff recovered a judgment
agalini; M. Y. Gomez, one of the defendants in the Bernalillo county district court on March 5. this year, for
$1,841.15, and the costs of the suit,
which amounted to $19.20. The Judgment has never been paid.
'
When the plaintiff. Hnndoral, tried
to collect the judgment, the defendant. Gomez, refused to pay, and the
other men mentioned In the suit also
interested in the mercantile company,
are alleged to have aided him. Gomez owns 320 acres of land In Sandoval and Kio Arriba counties.
Plaintiff prays that he be awarded
the sum. adjudged his by the court,
and that the defendant pay the costs
ol the
at H per Cent Interest.
Attorneys ( . X. Mnrron and Alexander Kead represent the plaintiff.

ELEVEN 'PRISONERS

GO

TO PENITENTIARY
The list .if prisoners at Up- tern-to- t
ial penitentiary is rapidly Increasing at present, eleven having been
Four of
added since Inst Saturday.
these were brought in from Dona Ana
and
county by Sheriff J. It. Lui-rrDeputy Sheriff Krank L. Oliver. They
Include Matins Gonzalez, sentenced to
one year for assault; Francisco S.
who will serve a year for hrse
stealing; G. W. Taylor, who received
a. twelvemonth fur uttering a worthless check, and Marino Duran, whose
term was placed at six months, for
burglary.
Testerday Sheriff Arniljo and his
deputies turned In seven prisoners,
Herrara, three
follows: Damacio
years for homicide in third degree;
J. J. Burns, alias C. I), l.iuveon and
Henry Caine. two years each for forgery, both having been found guilty
on two counts; William F. Rogers,
fifteen months, for obtaining money
on bogus check; F. B. Harmon, one
year, for forgery; Manuel Garcia,
aha M. Armijn, eighteen months, for
larceny, and John Fisher, one year
for asault wth intent to rob.
-

For catarrh, let me send you fres
to prove merit, a trial size bos
hoop's Cough Remedy. It Is
of Dr.
a snow white, creamy, healing
balm that gives instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free test and see. Addrers
Dr. Fhoop. Racine, Wis. Large Jar
tO cents. Sold by all druggists.
Jui-- t

antl-eept-

ic

NOTICE TO HOIthE OWXEI1S.
The Albuquerque) Carriage Company. Flrft and Tijerax, has wcured
hurxechorr,
the services of a firt-cla.- s
and truuranU'es all work, or no pay.

ti l

Miss Lenore Belle Ford traveled all
the way from Anna, III., to meet and
wed Henry Mark Petilt. a brakeman
employed by the Santa Fe at this
place, who lives at the Graystone hotel, on Gold avenue. She reached the
city this morning and met Mr. Petttt.
Together they went to the office of
the probate clerk and secured a marriage license.
A short time later a Citizen
reporter met Mr. Petitt at the hotel. He
admitted having secureu the license
but said that In the Interim he and
the young lady had changed their
minds and would not marry. Mr.
Petitt started to work. Lntei when
a reporter for The Citizen called at
the Graystone
hotel, where both
young people were stopping, he found
Mr. Petitt dressing for the ceremonv.
Mr. Petitt declined to be Interviewed.
Through a friend, Mr. Petitt announced that the matter had been
adjusted and the wedding had been
arranged to take place at 4:30 o'clock
Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor of the
church, officiating.
Firt Presbyterian
This was the rather peculiar state
of affairs this afternoon.
Friends of
the couple at the Graystone .say that
the wedding will be pulled off as per
schedule. others friends of the
brakeman assert that some one Is
playing a practical joke on him. The
records of the probate clerk's ofllce,
however, cannot be disputed.
ais)
a
IVtitt. who is employed
brakeman on the Santa Fe coast lines,
is 21 years old. The bride Is 23 years
of aie. Both told the prolate clerk
th-i- r
residences were In Albuiueriue.

The third annual play to be given
by the students of the University of
.New Mexico at the Klks opera house
tonight promises to be something far

above the usual excellent productions
the university.
The dress rehearsal held last night
displayed an unusual characteristic
In amateur plays, in that it went
through without a hitch. The costuming effect was all that could be
desired.
The paraphernalia, which
was obtained from a professional costuming house, is neat and clean a
Very desirable feature In the presentation of historical plays.
Kvery detail of the costuming Is historically
correct; all the "properties" used are
of such a nature as to accurately
produce the atmosphere of the early
Kngllsh period In which Shakespeare
has placed the action of this, his most
natural and realistic comedy.
Care has also been taken In the
scenic details of the piece. A repre
sentation of "Heine s oak, an old
charred forest tree around which
fairies and hobgoblins were accustomed to revel at night, has been
made with fidelity to the oak which
now exists in Windsor park, and to
which the village people still attach
the story of the midnight hunter,
Heine.
Weird lights are brought to play
upon this woodland scene at the con
clusion of the last act, when a chorus
some twenty-fou- r
of
and
farles
spirits are seen dancing about the
n
monarch of the forest.
The effect of th introduction of
this scene at this point in the denou- ment is to produce a relaxation from
THE CLARKV1LLE
the tumultuous comedy which holds
throughout the rest of the piece, and
to set off with vigor the tinal climax
MINES ARE SOLD of the play, when Ford and Page,
the Jealous husbands, are reconciled
again to their "merry wives."
The curtain rings down with the
M I I! It "AN I I EL COM PAX Y XI'AV
entire company of about forty peoOUXEIt: COXMDKItVIIOX PRIple on the MtaKc.
VATE PKOPI.E OF (iAM.l P
The students of the university arto be commended upon undertaking
ii:i.K.iiTT:n.
so successfully a play of this character, and they will no doubt meet with
the umiualilit'd approval of the public at tonight's performance.
special to The livening Citizen.
Gallup, X. M., April 30. It is
stated today upon reliable au- STORM
CAUSES
thority that the coal mines of
the Clarkville foal company will
tomorrow pass under control of
LATE
the American
Fuel company.
TRAINS
The Kale is one of considerable
magnitude, but the terms have
not been made public.
The heavy rains of Sunday night,
The property lies about four
yesterday and last night, which to the
miles vert of this city. It is unnorth was snow, played havoc with
derstood that the new owners
the schedules of Santa Fe passenger
wi:i open the mines up extensivefreight trains from, the east.
and
ly, which means the employPassenger train So. 1, due here at
ment of a large force of men.
7:45 o'clock last night, pulled into
The force, which has been emAlbuquerque at midnight this mornployed by the Clarkville com
ing.
Passenger trains 7 and 9, due
pany, has dwindled down the
here at 10: ill and 11:45 o'clock, repast year to a mere handful of
spectively, arrived
here at 3:30
men.
o'clock and 4 o'clock this morning.
The people of this city receive
snow
is several feet
"The
deep
the news of the change of own- ership with gladness. It means
around Trinidad and Raton and Las
increased business for the mer- - 4 Vegas." said Agent T. K. Purdy this
chants of Gallup.
a morning, "and the result is late
trains. The storm seems to have affected the eastern division chiefly, as
no reports of snow have been received from the coast division."
The California limited, due here at
ll:3i o'clock this morning, Is marked
up eight hours Jate.
or

mtitttitttittti
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NEEDLES

LOSES
STEAM LAUNDRY

The Needles steam laundry buildin contents were destroyed
Friday, between 1 - and 1 o'clock,
says the Needles F.ye.
The building was a mam of Names before the
tire was discovered. It occurred at
the noon hour and there wore no
persons in the building at tile lime,
although several employes of the
place were sitting in front of the
building eating their lunches. There
is no explanation of the cause.
It
may have been from a smouldering
Ine caused by a match which had
been stepped upon, ur from other
iau-ebut they are unknown. The
place and contents were covered by
insurance und the company is now
making arrangements to rebuild,
which will lie dime upon a larger
scale.
Tills decision bus beeu reached after the few weeks trial, which
his demonstrated to the company thai
there is much business in the community and larger facilities are
to meet tfie demand.
ing and
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not be responsible for any
bills except those contracted by Mrs.
Trotter or myself. Public take
warning.
FRANK TROTTER.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complex-Ion- .
Burdock Blood Bitters purifies
the blood, clears the skin, restores
ruddy, sound health.
o
O. K. washing machines are the
best. New and second hand, at reduced prices, $4.50 and up. Futrelle

Furniture

Wltnl mH

large tracts. Title
must be nerfeet.
1,1

Address, Box 282, Ne. Zaklma. Wash.

125
94 "
134 H
S7
95 "s

62
100

ALBERT PVQ02'
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

N. H. ANDRtTS
The Old Reliable

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clock and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

78ii

A small cash payment and
$50.00 a month will buy a

119H
127

112?i

&

S. F. R. R.

I

io West Gold Ave.

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

4

house, with bath.

WHEN

you pay all bllla by check, your bualneos it recorded
Each Item ehows for lteelf. There la a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

book.
For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

,

1014

16j

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

54
174
82
86 Si
27
110. OS

Omaha Livestock.
Omaha. April 30. Cattle receipts
Market 5 to 10c lower. West
ern steers $3.o0 't a. 25; Texas steers
$ 3.25 'ii 4.25 ; cows and heifers $2.75 o
4.60; canners
$2.50 a 3.50;
stockers
and feeders $3.00 'ii 5.00; calves $3,00
f6.oo; bulls $3.00'ri 4.50.
Sheep receipts 7ooo. Market steady.
Yearlings $6.50 ft 7.75; wethers $6.25
'ii 7. own;
ewes $5. Soft 6.65;
lambs

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any SyU Panamas a Spe
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Ex- press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

F. Tomei & Brothers

w.

r. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor..
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Flace Your

Order Early.

Corner

Where to Dine Well '

Santa Fe Restaurant

S80.

Open Day and Night.

I

X L

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . - '

GROCERY
AND.

Meat

Market

901 South Edith

Phone

For
Order
a

i

U 11 tier tS

'

Melal Market.
lulk, April 30. lead b (1 b.10.
steady
24.75 ft. 25.25.
Copper
St. Ixinls Wool .Market.
St. Louis, April 30. Wool steady;
unchanged.
Spelter .Market.
St. Louis, April 30. Spelter dull.

Proprietor

iur customers rely so confidently on our Judgment that
they telephone their orders to
us a large part of the time,
knowing we have an ear for
their wants, and skill in selecting for them.
We are proud of tills reputation, and do everything In our
power to sustain it.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares leas

The
telephone
your health, prolong

and the worries fewer.

jour

i

Uf

and protects your home.

TOU NELD A TELEPHONE

I'

YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
The Best Cuts of Meat'
can be had here any time. We doul
reserve them for a favored few sS
compel the othera to take what is left.

LINE
of Kansas City beef, pork, mutton, etc., has maue us many
friends and brought us many
permanent customers.
OCR

'

Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

40

An Ear

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. April 30. Cattle receipts
3000. Market steady. Beeves $4.20 ti
6.50; cows S1.8K(i 4.K0; heifers $2.60
'u5.25; calves $3.504i5.75: good to
puor to
prime steers $5.30fi 6.50;
and
medium $4.25 'iv 5.25; stockers
$
2.90
5.15.
feeders
Sheep receipts 13.000.
Market
steady. Western $4.50 i 6.90 ; yearlings 7.001i7.75; lambs $6. 503 8.65;
western
.u0iu 8.i0.

119

&. Gold Ave.
3rd St. Phone

,000.

x.6o.

The Bank of Commerce

REALTY CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.

6.50.

First Come is First Served
this market. We believt In givlDa
everybody a quare deal. Also In aeD-ithe very best meat we can get bold
of at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.
In

ng

e

The Champion

Elks' Opera House

(22-62- 4

Grocery Co.

MATTETCCT BROS.
V. Tljeras Ave,
Phone

St.

Tuesday, April 30, oeoeooeooeoccotc

$6.45.

MANNERING,

OPERA HOUSE, MAY

Call and see out Mock

1). S. A

24 M
22
76 'i,
62 4

i

MARY

II.

PORCH SHADES

10 per cent.

59
177V
36

;

'n

Most Comfortable PUc

ia lb Hoase,"

West Gold

1- -2

Waste Land

.

$7.50

'The

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Roofing, Nhcrp-dl- p
Tanks, Galvanised
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

Summary of Conditions.
New York. April 30. American
stocks in London steady, about par
ity.
I nlted States Steel
meeting and
dividend declaration today ater 3
o'clock.
Canadian coal strike situation seri
ous and becoming worse.
Opinion on steel board dividend di
vided as to increase on common
stock.
Hush of Iron consumers to secure
requirements for last half of this
year.
Kalns all over Kansas, which are
expected to save the wheat crop.
Lighter demand for stocks In the
loan crowd.
London stock exchange closed to
morrow.
Competition of new Issues respon
sible for heaviness in consols In Lon
don.
Good supply of money In eastern
cities but rates citlnue firm in the
west.
Chicago labor situation more peace
ful than in years.
Imdon cupper spots 104 4 s up
lo's. Market tirm.
Kansas City Livestock.
i t v
April .10.
Kansas
'attle re
ceipts lo, (ii. n. Including J.ooO south
erns. Market steady. Southern steers
$ 3.0 ft
$4"0'(i 5. fiH; southern
cows
4.60; stockers and feeders I3.."i0'(i 5.00
bulls 3.ooi 4.23; calves $3.00 5.50
w estern
fed steers $4.25 v 5.00; west
ern fed cows $3.25 'ir 4.75.
Sheep receipts sono. Market steady.
Muttons $5.25 'i 6.50; lambs $7.oii-8.50; ranee wethers $5.50 i 7.00; fed
$5.11011

o

C. F. Allen

The following quotations were re
celved by F. J. Orat tt Co.. brokers,
ever their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

ewes

Co.

Bring us your Job worlt. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. .Tlusiness
and calling cards a specialty.

208

22
85
137
22
147
38

Ymler fhailes will girt
yon a coo), secluded restfsd
retreat on the hottest daya,
practically adding another
room to your home
4
that room the most comfor
table, serviceable room rf

--

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

J 1

Cool

jnotice

I will

The heavy rainfall of Sunday night,
yesterday and last night has played,
havoc with the telephone service of
the Colorado Telephone company, and
as a result the four "hello" girls In
the central exchange are not as busy
answering questions as usual.
According to M. D. Graham, manager for the company, the trouble Is
as follows:
"One of the underground cable
chambers sprung a leak and this
morning looks more like a cistern
Unfortunately
than anything else.
the manhole Is In the center of the
business district, too, where 'phones
are In use more than any other part
o; the city. However, we don't
expect
to let this disarrangement trouble the
very long. An expert
subscribers
cable man Is on his way here from
Denver now, and all we ask Is for the
public to be patient until he can get
on the Job."

New Turk stocss.
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Ci- Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Itapld Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Krle com
Mexican Central
Missouri Pacific
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Itock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway com
t'nlon Pacific
C. S. .. com
l". S. S. pfd
Greene t'ananea
Old Dominion
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Kange
North Butte
Butte Coal
May cotton

rnrm.

PAOK

1907

U

Third Annual Play University
of New

FLY"

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

Mexico
Without any nourish of trumpets,
the 24th of November, 1K06, Miss
'n
Mannering maile her debut in AmerSEE OUK NEW ItKICK UUILDINU
ica. Miss Mannering's leading man in
SOeGwOt0OfXXf000
that Very first play was James K
H.nkett. Between these two it was
practically a use of Juve at first
sight, and they were married before
WIVES
the lirst seas. mi had run its course,
although the t.i't of the union was
.
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
kept secret for everal mnnth.-She
rein lined at tin- old Lyceum until the
t.
exi.-SHERWIN-WILLIAMe.
peDuring
of
i.
end
S
its
that
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
riod the two
inipei sonations
that
the longest, most economical; full measure.
stand out as ii.r best were Fay. the
Pla-te- r,
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Lime. Cement.
Italian girl in "The princess and the
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
Butterfly," and Hose Trelawney. Ine
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALlll'QrEHQl'E, NEW MEI.
delightful adie-- s rth..i gave "TielaA-ne- y
if Die Wens' 'its title.
New arrivals for the week
Large
ot
elvtt and
assortment
Cat Well Cliohen
SOCIAL DANCE
,
Al-- o
rug-all
Hoosier kitchen
Costuming Effective
cabinets. Fu't )ie Furniture, i.'o.
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
Stage Settings Appropriate
o
IIc- a
Saddle horse
Torturing eczema spread its burn41 THAT
city.
in
drlvers
Proprietors
of
the
ing area every day.
Iioan s OintM) and 75c "Kadle," the picnic wago.
COLOMBO HAIL DANCING SCHOO.
ment quickly stops Its .preadlng. in- AilniUsion
stantly rrlJekt Uie itching, cures it
IIAMDItOOK ItltOS.
wilts on sale at Matron's
permanently. At any drug store.
after 9 a. iu. fcuiurday, April 27.
U3ie$ Ff6t '
I'houe SVO.
Ul John Street AdmiSSlOn fC!
'

THE

i

MERRY

SUPERIOF PINNING MILL
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

--

OF

WINDSOR

Highland Livery
tpec-Ialty-

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX

;
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Tales of Love and TraeetJv

ooooooocooooo ooooooooooooo

April 59. From charged with nn atrocious crime endPetersburg.
Kjrln conies the tale of a ing In the murder of Clara Kerscher.
daughter of a peasromafioe in the hi(rh("t military the
tragic
Clrt-le.- .
Colonel HelrouMoff
whs In ant.
eoinmind of the Klrln garrison. The
Two weeks ago Clare left her home
handsomest young officer under him ten miles away to visit relatives at
captain
The
Tonkhlne.
Captain
Alterhof. she was to stay with them
wai
a general favorite, but a poor for several weeks and so her parents
man.
were not uneasy when they did not
Colonel Relroussoff llvpil In a great hear from her,
Ilia surrounded ty beautiful gardens.
Frospectlng for fish on a lake In the
He whs a widower and had an only midst of a forest near Alterof. the
daughter. Vera, renowned In St.
day, a fisherman henrd groans.
and Moscow for her good other
He Investigated and discovered that
I
an
on
not
Life
frontier
the
looks.
they came from a rude hut concealed
eternal rush of g:ilety. hut the young In a dense undergrowth on the shore
captain and the colonel's daughter of the lake. He forced his way
met dally. They loved each other and through the reeds and entered the
for a time were secretly engaged.
hut . There he found a girl clad only
News came a short time ago that In a single garment. She was In a
here was no hope of any of the gar- dying condition from want, exposure
rison troops returning to civilisation and 111 treatment.
for two or three years. So the lovers
Before she died she managed to tell
determined to get married as soon as the fisherman her tale. She was Clara
at an Kerscher.
possible. Captain Tonkhlne
w hen
Ten days before
audience with the colonel asked for passing through the forest at dusk she
marriage.
He
In
the daughter's hand
a man. She at
suddenly
was angrily refused. He took his sad first took encountered
him for a wild beast. He
new to the expectant girl and she wore no clothes, but was enveloped In
In turn Interviewed her father, but long and shaggy hair. The man overhe was relentless. He had other powered her and carried her In his
views for her; a rich and noble hus- arms to the hut. For a long time she
band, not a mere captain of cavalry, was unconscious.
The "wild man"
with only his army pay. Captain visited her. but gave her no fond and
Tonkhlne was refused entrance to the she was too exhausted to help herhouse and grounds and also forbidden self. She had lain ten days without
to communicate with the colonel's food, warmth or clothing.
daughter.
Police have watched the hut. but
A week passed and then ai night
man" has not revisited It.
a revolver shot was heard In Colonel the."wlld
Is described as resembling a gorilHe
Belroussoff's garden. The colonel ran la and It was at first thought one
nd found his daughter lying on the might have escaped from the Munich
arround with a bullet In her bosom. zoo. The police and peasants in the
The discovery affected him so much man hunt are determined to kill or
fell unconscious across the
that he
girls' body. That same night he died. capture the brute.
Knlher and daughter mere burled
Mother's Terrible Ordeal
three days afterward. On the
St. Petersburg. April 9. Her tiny
day of the funeral Captain Tonkhlne baby
boy
was
the only solace of the
committed suicide.
widow of Ivan Petroff, a moujik of a
hamlet In Briansk. Her husband had
SI range Infatuation F.nds In Ienll
killed, perhaps by a Japanese
Home, April 29. Near the little been
perhaps flogged to death by
Tillage of Romenftno Is situated the bullet,
superiors.
his
The boy was born af-- i
of
Ribbinls.
Carlo
that
of
the
farm
the father had been summoned
name was a young and lusty farmer, ter
to the east.
prosperous and
With away
The other night there came to the
him lived his aged father. Lulgl. A window
of her lonely hut the tap of
few days ago the young farmer mar- a pilgrim.
widow admitted an
ried a pretty girl of the district. The old man whoThecarried
arm In a
bridal fete lasted three days. Old sling. He was cold andhishungry
and
Iulgi took part in all the merry-makinat his request she built up a big fire
the dancing and drinking. He In
top
It a
on
placed
of
stove
the
and
suddenly conceived a violent passion
pot of water.
for the prety bride. He made advances huge
Soon the water boiled and the pilto her which were repulsed.
usked her to bring her washtub
But the old man's infatuation grew. grim
to
stove. Then he commanded
He became more Insistent. When her the
to
undress her baby and place
aplrltedly rebuffed by the youthful him in the
tub and then dash the pot
wife he seized a long butcher knife
boiling water over htm.
and stabbed her. Her husband rush- of The
mother at first was dazed.
ed to her aid from the fields in
the pilgrim declared that the
to her screams. As he enter- When
gods
the sacrifice of her
demanded
ed the room his father attacked him, only son, she perceived
that he was a
also stabbing him.
She also noticed that he had
When neighbors arrived they found maniac.
a
knife and he
himself with
bride and groom clasped In each oth- armed
hatchet.
er's arms, lying on the floor, dead.
The woman followed Instructions.
The murderer fled to the outbuildplaced her boy In the washtub.
ings. He barricaded himself in a She
a pan and filled it with the boilhours took
barn. For nearly twenty-fou- r
ing
water.
But she threw this full
he resisted all attempts to capture In the pilgrim's
seized her son
tilm. The carabineers who had been and fled out into face,
the night, shrieking
summoned had to take the building for help.
by assault before they were able to
Neighbors snatched their hatchets
make the old man their prisoner.
and scythes and ran to her assistance.
Quickly she told her story. Entering
Mystery of Munich Maid.
the hut the neighbors found that the
Munich, April 8. Bavarian police pilgrim had been terribly burned, but
and the peasants around Alterhof. a was feebly trying to escape. They
village near here, are scouring the took him outside. In a few minutes
woods in search of an Individual be- he was hacked .to pieces and the
lieved to be a "wild, man." He is pieces thrown to the dogs.
SL
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Foley li. 'Success Magazine.")
She was chasing little sunbeams as
they fell In their profusion
On the carpet where they danced
about like little folk at play:
She was chasing merry sunbeams in
the Innocent delusion
might
hands
That her childish
grasp them and posses them
as they lay.
Oh, her eyes were bright as they
were In the eagerness of trying
All In vain, with closing fingers, to
inclose one Meeting shaft.
And from beam to beam she toddled
where the dancing rays were
W.

INTEREST

family and excellent character, at
NO. r.
that time a station agent In a northKKtrlMMi NT K.I
"My Dear Margie: You write that western city. I lost sight of Grace
I would laugh to see you and Kobert
for some time; but It seems her huswalking together, how he tries to band, without any special Influence,
adopt his long strikes and how you soon rose to be general manager of
lengthen your short steps so far as a western railroad.
After his proyou can in the effort to keep up motion, Urace began writing to me.
with him. It may surprise you. dear, She described her social triumphs,
but this set me wondering if you two her club activities, sent programs of
would always walk so.
entertainments In which she figured
Inclosed samples of her
"This matter of keeping step Is prominently.
gowns and elaborated plans for comcoutypical of the gait of a wedded
ple In material affairs. Leaving out ing trips. Then there was a silence.
heard the scene had shiftthe number of wives who Insist on The next Ihusband,
according to
rights as well as those who never get ed. Her
reports, had lost his position
any and hurt themselves by not exand drink; his
pecting any, we will consider the wo- through gambling
men who push their privileges to the wife had left him; the conclusions
gone
were
from bad to
he
had
that
limit, those who leave their husbands
knew where he was.
to catch up.
Not that you need It, worse nobody
upon
I
came
Orace behind
dear, not a bit. but It Is on my mind So, when
counter westerday and she
to sound a solemn warning.
Don't the notion
smile,
to
me
a
with
said
we see many men who look worn ajid
'You have heard of my trouble, of
restless in spite of good dinners and course'."
I
'Yes,'
replied
and turned
first-clagrooming, who are losing
step because of the too rapid pace away. She had made her own trou- reafamily.
Is this the
of wife and
in ever chasing V'0"5
son they often confess their love for!
customs? Does It not land yet these very 'lions' have achiev-accoupresent
distinction by seclu-brin- g
for the boyish delight they ed their
and work. So,
to homely pleasures when they sion and
the man of affairs needs the ballast
do get them?
"I went into Faxon s yesterday, of prudent living and sweet com-an- d
the first young woman I saw be-- j panlonshlp In his battle with the
k
of loneliness
hind the counter was Orace Mcln- - world, not a
Yon never knew anything and extravagance.
tosh.
sermon.
And
"Forgive the little
about her. She used to be noted for good-bye
for this time,
her accomplishments and style, but
"Your loving
She,
had withal a violent temper.
"AUNT JANE.,,
married a quiet young man of good

chasing merry Huubea ins.
for some knowing one had
told her
That who caught one would have
golden curls and luster In her
eyes
Like the rays of dancing sunlight and
that sorrow could not hold her
Since her heart would be ns sunny
midsummer
as the bright,
skies.
So she chased the mery sunbeams and
as merry
they seemed to
And as mlchlevous as she was in
play,
gladness
her
of
the
And like little children playing
they were so wary.
That whene'er she stooped to catch
one it danced airily away.
She

was

oh. the sunbeams through the windows of our hope that f;i'l In
splendor,
For we are but larger children

gaily following them on;
and cherish Just as tender
A delusion we may catch one ere
the sunny days are gone.
And our eyes are bright and eager,
for we love the days of dream
ing,
Our laughter Is ns merry as the lit
tie child's at play;
For upon the way before us mey are
gleaming, gleaming, gleaming,
Bidding us to come and catch them
ere they gaily dance away.

White Race Must Kill Off

Every Other to Save Self

er

broncho "busting" and steer tying
contest. Marshall Field and James
H. Eckels, who were members of
that party, told the citizens of Phoe
nix. after the conclusion of the ex
hibition. that they had never been
so handsomely entertained as by the
contests In which the cowboys Par
tiiipateil. Anil they meant it. Fred- erkk Hemington has made the west
em cowboy an object of keen Inter
est to millions who have never seen
the genuine article. It remains for
a gentleman w hose Ideas of enter- tainment seem to be bounded by com
menial lines to desire to relegate a
typical western Institution to inno
went- cuous desuetude In planning
ern fete.
ftlr. Zeehumlelnar s Ideas
of a southwestern show need renovat
ing and reorganization.
The cow
lov should have a post of honor In
parade.
fiesta
the
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ALBUQUERQUE,

at Moriarty Ranch

er

u.

he had emigrated to the "new country." However, he seems perfectly
contented as hope will be his city
prototype w ho has taken a claim.
All of these plants were just as
'
'
"! us one
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Mil My Dog'
Hit Me

C)OC)OOOOOOOOOOOCX)OOOOOOOCXX

(Denver News.)

Ct

lywwurjy

i

face. The trouble occurred at the
union passenger station yesterday af
lernoou when Billy discovered that
he could not take his dog on the
train unless he wus boxed up
it was all a conspiracy agaiTVstt
Hilly and his dog, us Harlngtou ex
plained.
I don t know where Billy picked
up that cur. He has had ..mi about
two weeks, and seems to think there
Is nothing on earth quite as nice us
that common yellow dog. You can
see lor yourself that It is a very or
dinary cur. of course, we did not
object to his having Dick, as he calls
him. around the house, nut we are
going back to Missouri to see Mrs.
llaiingtou's people, and we certainly
do not want to take that dog along.
lie lias no value at all, and I knew
that he could not be taken on thw
train unless provision was
made.
course, we did not let Billy know
of
this, for we wanted to make him
leave him behind.
Evidently from past experience
Hilly knew that he would win out.
His mother interceded, and Har
lngtou made arrangements for ship
ping the dog to Kansas City. Dick
tioued his happiness by wagging his
tall, and Hilly by triumphant shouts
Harington is a traveling salesman
for a New Yoik cigar linn, and lives
.it 'H'i'i West Fiftn avenue,

Cream Baking Powder

makes the food finer -- flavored,
more healthful and delicious

cure constipation
stimulate tin- - liver
and appetite an
the bowels.
Ask
tln-tn-

.

J.1

cent
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i:titi!
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Eggs Jt.50 ped setting It se comb
Brown Leghorns and Birred Hocks.
Pure bloods. 'HH laying hens. AJJres
J. E. Pauley, Estaucia, N. M.
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Depository (or Atchison,

President
President

Cashier
Aaalatant Cashier
Director

Autnorlzed Capital
Paid Up Capital) Surplus and Profits
Toptka

I500.00MI
$250,000.t
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of fiOWer. which was

given the writer carries a message
something like this: The many green
leaves are tvnlcal of the bountiful
repast set before ns. The royal pur- pie or the Ivies, the queenly wel-cacome given the stranger.
The white
of the apple blossoms, the purity of
these souls; while the pink is like
unto the love sent out to mankind.
The yellow of the flowering currant
and the dandelion Is emblematic of
the rays of sunshine these beautiful
women have proven to be to thla valley.
The narcissi, cups of cheerfulness
set In saucers of peace.
Whisper it softly, there Is found
at the Moriarty ranch something of
far more value than the successful
growth of vegetation. Here Is a real
home presided over by a home-maka housekeeper.)
merely
(not
Here are human hearts beating with
love for humanity.
Here has been
no cessation of soul and character
development.
In that home, although built on
the frontier years ago, one finds cul
ture and refinement.
This soul development Is like that
of a bulb. If it Is a perfect one, en
vironment has little to do with its
future beauty as the germ of it is
all within and in God's own time It
will come forth in perfect complete
ness.
LEXORB GROVES.

STRICTLY PRIVATE

te

We solicit your banking

business! and with the

assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

er

vState
&

Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

do, so don't exclude them from your
pleasure. Take- them into your con-

-

fidence and tell them your secrets,
You won't find a better friend the
world over. Nothing will please your
mother more than the little gift you
purchase to surprise her
so proud as
A mother Is never
when she is taken out by her son
Don't be ashamed, boys, to show her
this attention. Let her feel that you
too. are proud to be seen with her.
Show her the courtesy that you are
in the habit or giving your girl acquaintances, and you will be repaid
when you see th great happiness
that will brighten up her worn face.

mm,snmAM .w.t PiiJiwargggHMM nm ipj m

National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Your Mother
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NEW MEXICO

JOSH DA S. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLODRNOT
FRANK McKEfiJ
R. A. FROST
H. r. RAYNOLD8

Young; FolKs, Remember
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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li'Miis Itegulets
tone the siomatii,
digestion
easy passages of
druggist
for
.iur

and

5

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. .trickier, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrtdge. Solomon Luna, A, M. Black well.
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell

llaJ

paint from bad by Just looking
at a pot of paint. It's only after it
has been exposed to the weather fir
a few months that you can see th-

good

No sir. papa, I
won't go and
leave Dick. If they won't let my dog
on
ride
that old train, I won't"
put
And
little Billy Harlugton
his arm affectionately
around
his
dog's neck, while Dick, the helpless
cause of the controversy, looked un
derstanding!)' Into his young master s

Give the Cowboy a Show

Dr. PRICE'S

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital. $150,000.80.

pull-bac-

i

For the sunbeams fall In splendor
and we follow gaily after.
Since some knowing one has told
us of the happiness that lies
in these Hitting little creatures, and
the merriment and laughter
That their airy little spln.s bring
A
us from the sunny skies.
So we seek with closing fingers all
In vain to grasp and hold them.
And from beam to beam we wander In the gladness of our play.
The writer of this will never for
But they vanish like the shadows get the 19th of April. 1907.
wnen our fingers would enfold
Did the sun shine brighter than
them.
Did the busy wind rest
And. as mlchievotis as children, usual? 1.1..No.
r.,K. .
H'hnt than ?
they dance airilv away.
Well, the wrtter made his first, visit
tc Moriarty ranch, one mile west of
town.
The home upon this ranch Is a
dear little nest cuddled down in thealley
amid the clustering vines, sur
A Problem Solved
rounded by trees and shrubs.
The apple trees were In bloom! If
there Is In nature a sweeter flower
than the apple blossom to one who
has not seen a flower for weeks, the
(George Jay in "Success Magazine.") writer wouiu iikc 10 see u. ine aeu-- ;
pink and pure white contrasting
We name our girls Lily or Violet,
with the bright green of the leaves
Rose
Or Hyacinth, Just as our fancies pro- resulted In a perfect combination
Who cares if the wind does blow
pose;
For boys, then, why should we make when one can hear It rustle through
any bones
leaves. Music it is Indeed to one who
About giving such names, say, as has resided on the bare land that
many of us are Intending to convert
Ooldenrod Jones?
Why, Hollyhock Tompkins, or Sweet-willia- Into pleasant homes.
There were narcissi in bloom ana
Brown.
Or Burberry Smith might capture the as they bobbed about in the wind
the visitor felt that they were nod
town!
Then, why stop at flowers when vege- - ding their sweet heads In welcome.
Ivies. In her rich purple coloring.
tttbe nature
head In
Hus for boys and girls both such a lifted her royal fluer-de-lheerful greeting.
rich nomenclature?
out
sent
flowering
had
current
The
Is
PerklnH
Let us say Sringbeans
sunny flower all reher clove-likfeeding the hogs,
reminds
While Carrot .Boot's playing fwth dolent with a fragrance In that
Ohio, Indione of the old home,
tuinmersquusn Hoggs;
to
may
ana,
or
chance
it
wherever
gee
gives
"Punkln" Hubbard with
have been.
PhlllHtinea a Jolt.
sage,
oplnacn,
Beds of mint, of
Is
Cucumber
And equally famous
lettuce, parsley and dandelion were
Holt.
yet who Inspected with Interest and pleasure.
If these sound bucolic,
It was really a surprise to see this
wouldn't stand
dudlsh" gayly dressed fellow "Dan
To have a
named Cabdelion" out in this part of the counbage De Land?
What charming young girl but would try. He is a rery well known charac
grin with delight
ter upon city parkings and blue
To be nameu Lettuse Bray or Celery grass lawns. We did not know that
White?
Parsley Green is more rustic, but oh,
what a flood
Of tenuer suggestions has Cauliflower Budd!
The spices, too, offer some suitable
turns
In the names Nutmeg Wood and perhaps Pepper Byrnes.
For a happy young maiden how's
(Bv Zclnui Trovers.)
Caraway Joy?
There are few voung people who
Bear for a
Or how's
Cinnamon
ever
to consider the tremendous
ston
stockbroker's boy?
bt
thev owe to their mothers. In
These samples, I hope, will suffice
life the mother.
the rush of every-da- y
to make plain
How a lost opportunity we may re with her unselfish devotion, shrinks
to
there U..to be
left
is
side
and
the
gain;
,
j
...i
i
mc
The problem of naming the bauy Is uegiecieu oy inose lor w noiu
has been one long sacrifice.
eased
re
very
in
little
Mothers demand
If only with vegetable terms we are turn
for the long nights or broken
pleased.
they spent
rest and watchfulness
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCXTO w hen you were a child, so remember,
girls, that a little smile ond a kind
word will go a great way to pay up
the ileht von owe. Mothers like fun
once In a while just as much as you
land-grabb-

t 9ikQ59

self-deni- al

is

They will retreat before the Europeans, and In their turn overwhelm
the smaller and feebler landholders,
treating them in the same way as
they themselves have been treated
by the stronger whites.
Every generation,
however, will
produce In Europe a fresh superfluous swarm of human beings, who
will have to emigrate; the new torrent will mount up beyond the high-watmark of the earlier stream, and
the summits of European colonization will press further and further
Into foreign continents, always more
and more approximating the equator.
Mlsslonaires may supply them with
ever so many Bibles and ever so
much Christianity, and theorists of
philanthropy who have never seen a
negro or an Indian outside Hagen-beck- 's
caravans may wax Into much
enthusiasm about the son of the wilderness and the romance of me
Maoris and Caribs, yet the white race
is better prepared for the struggle
tor existence than any of the other
races of men, and Just as the white
man requires the land of the savage
to live upon will he take it without
any hesitation.
The black, yellow or red specimens
of humanity will then be nothing
else than foes of the white race who
will make existence difficult or Impossible for them, and the latter will
treat them Just as It has treated the
animal foes of its children, flocks
and fields. Just as it has treated the
great feline animals of Africa and
India, the bears, wolves and buffaloes
of the primeval European forests it
will extirpate them root and branch.

Unsurpastf Facilities.

nt

e,

depends upon the food you eat
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And we follow them and hallow them

ii

Mk

self-pttyi-

m

From Pacific Outlook.)
the final au- It is to be hoped that
arrange- tborltles in control of the fiesta
will
inents for the approaching
ee lit to overrule Secretary Zeehan- .flelnnr rf the Merchants' and Manu- the
facturers' association and permit
i.ouiuiv of the southweft to partici- nate in the big parade. If there is
any one particular institution pecul the
i.,r to the Houthwest which hold vlsleastern
interest of the average
It
any
is the
other.
tor more than
If Secretary
mw ho v the "sauuero."
correctly
KeehHndeluar has been
ttiuoted it is quite evident tluit thedisvision
his
imiitrac-teruiiHe of
entertainer
dualities him a" a western years
ago.
of eastern visitors. Six
when the Chicago commercial club
made a tour of the southwest, the
for the
citizens of Phoenix provide!
entertainment of tint organization a

SAVINGS
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With Amp's Meant and

well-found- ed

hide-and-see- k,
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NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

ami merrily she laughed.

g.

(By Max Xorduu.)
What will the future do to solve
the great question of food supply? I
have often thought over this question,
and have come to the conclusion that
Jiere one of the laws of nature will
feme into operation.
The excess of the European population will flow out of the continent
n the direction of the least resistance.
This least resistance Is offered by the
colored races, and these, therefore,
are of necessity doomed, first of all to
be disloged by the sons of the white
race and then to be annihilated.
The feeling of mutual responsibility which is gradually being embraced
by all Europeans will not extend to
the
That uniformity
of civilization which makes the peoples of Europe like to one another will
not subsist between these and the Inhabitants of the remaining continents. The application of force which
Europe
will
be
prospectless will
guarantee an easy success beyond Its
bounds.
The European emigrant will not remove out of the temperate zone,
which is the most beneficial and
agreeable to him, farther than may
be absolutely necessary.
He will first of all settle the whole
of North America and Australia and
the whole of Africa and Amerioa,
aouth of the torrid zone.
Then he will take possession of
the southern coast of the Mediterranean sea and penetrate Into the more
hospitable portions of Asia.
The natives will first of all try to
organize resistance, but will soon see
that their only salvation is in rtigm.

....
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lying.
And so happily she followed them,
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO,
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EVENING CITIZEN.
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affects of poor paint. Then it U too
.ate. If you buy your paints of us
you always get good paint the kind
that wears.
RIO
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This stove wtaaot
overheat the roum.

W

The kitchen work U
that must be done
,7
this summer will be lessened, your fuel expense
reduced, and your kitchen cooler, if you use a

a0000OKe

V

"OLD RELIABLE."

GO,

1171

L. B. PUTNEY
GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

is the improved oil stove

Carries the

te

is tha best lamp
for all-rouMade of brass
household use.
Nas
throughout and beautifully nickeled. Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe ; uneiceUed In light-givinpower; an ornament to any room. Every lamp warranted. If not at your dealer's, write to our nearest
agency.
g;

CONTININTAL OIL COMPANY
'Incorporated-

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE

the neb oil stove.
Lighted inparticular.
every
&
produced
by
flame
hottest
Gives
the
stantly.
any stove. Made with one, two, and three
burners. Every stove warranted. Write our
nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

Up-to-da-

LUMBER

Cornmr Third and Marquette

Bj

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov-e
It

GRANDE

largt

and Most Exclusiva Stock of Staple GrocerLs la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIOHT WAftnMfi
.

A

RAILROAD AVENUE

m

ALBUQUERQUE.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex FliRtkole

First and Marqoette

Rodin

Albuquerque, New Mexico

4
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TlF.MY.

APRIL 30.

ALhrQUEUQUE

IKOT.

$7,000,000

ROMANCE OF A

Special

Rubber

THREE

BEAUTIFUL-WOME-

N

ESTATE; THE WILL,

Just a Word

that the arrival if a direct heir

would further compll'ate the InheriTO '"SILENT" tance, and possibly result in a total
SMITHS WIDOW. THE PRO- setting aside of the will.
The widow is hastening home with
VISIONS OP HIS WILL MAY RE
body of her huslmd for the fuOVERTHROWN AND LT
GEO. the
neral In New York on May 3. With

Tired
Go-Car-

CITIZEN.

AND A STORK
ed

Folding

LYESTSQ

I' A RARY

COOPER,

ls

or

ENGLAND.
NOT GKr LARGE AMOUNT
PECTED FROM ESTATE.

$2.50 and up
Heywood - Wnkefleld and
Fulton
Make
happy children. Don't fall
to see the $2.50 Cart.
W,V.Frutrell8 Furniture Co
Go-Ca-

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

COMES

M Y
EX-

Have you purchased your Fummer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read carefully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments
that for style, nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured hy

her are said to be returning

the
duke and duchess of Manchester, who
were members of the wedding party
on Smith's yacht.
Lady Cooper is
sailing from London with her titled
husband to meet the funeral party
New York, April 30. Three beauin New York. The disposition of the
tiful women nnd n hovering stork estate Is not to be n.ade known unare the principal features In the last til after the funeral.
Cooper, said to be favored
scene of the romance
of "Silent" In Lady
the will, is already one of the
James Henry Smith,
richest women In the world, having
who died in Japan on his honey-noo- n received $50,000,000 from the late
after having married the di George Smith, of Chicago, at the

Kohn Brothers

e,

Cir. Coal and Second

Chicago
UNION MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garment.
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overturning and rolling down
the
steep. Icy, hillside for 400 feet. It
was battered to pieces In the rocky
gulch below. The accident occurred
one mile east of the station house.
Cook left Boulder with his train at
12:30. and was due In Ward at 8:30,
but owing to the heavy snow was far
behind the schedule. When a mile
and a half from the town the size of
the drifts necessitated cutting loose
from the train and going ahead to
clear
the track.
While bucking a
F. A. Itaird, a Santa Fe official at
city last drift half a mile from the train the
Knn Marcial, was In the
tender Jumped the rails, and the
night.
train crew placed frogs under It In
order to raise It. The place between
Chicago,
O.
of
Trimble,
Charles
with the Santa Fe at that place was the rails was filled with Ice and snow.
Cook remained at the throttle, and
here yesterday.
while backing up In an effort to shove
C H. Morse, a ra'"roader from To. the tender back on the track, the ten
peka. arrived In the city last night on der was overturned. Slipping on the
ice. us weigm overturned tne engine,
a business trip.
and the two plunged headlong down
F. N. Hill, connected with the con- the hlllfide. The locomotive was destruction department of the Santa Fe molished, and Cook's body mutilated
beyond recognition,
at Helen, N. M., is In the city,
'
Cook lived In Boulder, and had been
one
the
of
of
Seary.
W.
T.
foreman
married only a few weeks. The place
construction gangs, working on the where the accident occurred Is known
arrived in the city this! as the Big Slide mine, and two years
Belen cut-of- f,
ago was the scene of a similar accl
morning.
ident. Then the engine was pushed off
have been the track and four men killed.
A number of firemen
Argentine
taken off the extra board atassigned
to
and have been temporarily
firing switch engines. The reduction
by
the de IMMIGRANT BOOM FOR
Is said to have been caused
crease In freight traffic.

RAILROAD

right."

You'll find them

right."

i

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Whooping Cough.
Department of the Interior, LanS
I have used Chamberlain's Cough
at Santa Fe, N. M March it. Remedy In my family In cases of
whooping cough, and want to tell you
Notice Is hereby given that Antonio that It is the best medicine I have
Laguna,
ever
Palle. of
N. M., has filed noused. W. F. Gaston. Posco, Ga.
tice of his intention to make final five-ye- This remedy is safe and sure. For
proof in support of his claim, sale by all druggists.
viz.:
Homestead entry No. (84$.
made February 12, 1902, for the S
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
NW
4 section 28, township 6 N.
H
range 5 W, and that said proof will
be made before Silvestre Mirabel, IT.
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael.
TRANSFER STABLES.
X. M., on May 6. 1907.
He names the following witnesses to Horses and Mules Bought and
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, vlt.;
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of Laguna Second
Street, between Railroad and
N. M.
Copper Avenue.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

A DYING "ON RECTOR
SAVES PASSENGER TRAIN
O'Fallon, Mo., April 3". The boiler of a freight engine drawing a caboose and running at a high rate of

speed exploded near here. Saturday,
wrecking the engine and caboose and
Linara,
K.
killing Engineer Paul
Fireman Frank Appleby and Brake-ma- n
George E. Brown, all of Moherly,
Mo., and injuring Conductor Nicholas
Desnert and an unknown brakeman.
The bodies of Linard anu Appleby
were badly mangled.
Notwithstanding his Injuries. Conductor Uessert ran a quarter of a mile
west of the scene and flagged a swiftly approaching passenger train from
Kansas City, then fell unconscious.
His warning saved the passenger train
from plunging Into the wreck ahead.
It is believed he will die.
GI NS STOLEN FROM
BOX CARS AT EL PASO
El Paso. April 2S. Kitles, revolvers
and ammunition were taken from a
box car in the Santa Fe yards .according to a report which the detective
department of the city force is working on. From the number of guns,
and revolvers taken the detectives are
of the opinion several men were Implicated In the burglary. It is also
believe j that the plunder secured was
taken to the Mexico side of the river.
Burglars smashed a box car door In
the G. H. & S. A. yards Saturday
night, and this incident has been reported to the police. The railroad officials have not been able to get a
check on the goods which were taken
U any were taken at all.
The railroad officials are of the opinion the
burglars were frightened away before
tecuring any plunder.
L TR INVRECKER
CAI GHT AT PITTSBURG
Pittsburg. April 30. Special Officer
Smith of the Frisco has been investigating attempts to wreck trains on
tne Frisco lately and as a result of

YOITHI I

his investigations John Riley, a 14
year old boy, has been arrested.
Wednesday afternoon a passenger
engineer, reported that he had run
over some obstruction on the track a
short disance north of Hammond. The
report was that the obstruction was
something that had been placed on
the track, and Special Officer Smith
the Frisco was sent to investigate.
if When
near the place where the
other train had struck the obstruction, Mr. Smith, who was riding on
engine, saw a small boy putting some,
thing on the truck. As soon as he
saw the train the boy ran up me
bank, not knowing he had been seen,
but the engineer applied the emergency brake. Mr. Smith jumped oft
when opposite where the buy was
hiding. As soun as the train
had
ile ran up the bank and caught
J.issti
the boy.
it was found that fifty Imlw had
been plai t d rn the tiaik and !r-- y

v.:e

leiiKived

oy Ihe Warn

new.

Mr. lll'ltl.S MMOMOTIVK
IVIO AltVs: UltlVKH m:it
Rc jldrr, Culu.. April
3u.
Kubi rt
f'ook. an fnaiueer on the Colorado
wan
Northwest rn rallriiad.
killt d at
V.'ard fcumhy t it; lit ly his loromoilNt

ISLAXD-l'ltlS-C-

ruary

LADY GEORGE ALE X AN DER COOPER,
Smith's sister, wlio may become the richest woman in the world.
MRS. JAMES HENRY SMITH.
DICHESS OF MANCHESTER.
The widow, who is bringing Jut W ho Is irobably given a share In
liushund's body home.
the will.

vorced wife of Wm. Rhlnelander
Stewart.
Nobody knows how much Smith
was worth. Conservative
estimates
place a value of $70,000,000 upon the
estate. Although the details of the
will are unknown, It is rumored that
the favorite beneficiary will be Lady
George Alexander Cooper, of England, Smith's sister. A second heir
is expected in the person
of the
duchess of Manchester, formerly Miss
Helene Zimmerman,
of Cincinnati,
while of course the widow, Mrs.
Smith, is to receive a large share.
It is in connection with Mrs. Smith
that most of the conjectures are
bused.
It Is said that on her way
home from Japan she has kept in the
closest retirement, coming on deck
late in the night, and it is hint- -

same time that her brother received
$60,000,000.
They h.tve two sisters
Mrs. victor Rossbach and Mrs. J. l
Mills, at Evanston, III., and a brother, George A. Smith, at Philadelphia. The mother still lives at
Evanston.
If there Is inequality in the division of the estate, a contest Is expected.
"Silent" Smith's widow is
already wealthy, and Is said to have
had a large amount settled upon her
after the marriage. Should an heir
be born It would Immediately block
all contest of the will.
The the duchess of Manchester will
get a part of the estate Is the belief
of her aunt, Miss Evans. In London.
who confidently
predicts that the
y
A merlcan duchess will receive a
stantlul share.
sub-onl-

and
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Price
60c $1.60
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Free Trial.
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Ritten by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
a spider bite, John Washington, of
Bosquevllle, Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, had he not been persuaded to
try Itueklin's Arnica Salve. He writes:
"The first application relieved, and
four boxes healed all the 4oresi"
Heals every sore. I5c at all drug-

gists.

o

We do It right, ROCGn DRY. Imperial l.aunrtrv Co.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Cm Biff O for unnatural
diarhargaa.iAflanimatinDa,
Irrltationa or blcoratioDf

I f klkthnAl
ITalTHE tVM

CHIMICtt
l

G

J

of noeoni membranta,
Painlaaa, and not uUin
feu i or poiROboua.

Sol

hw

FOH UAhM BY

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

Announcement

LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldlna

Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will in
nmm
future have charge of the mechanical
INUURANCK
department and attend to the InstalSecretary Mutual rinlldlng AseocH)
lation of all plumbing and heating tlon. Of flee at 217 West RaUrm
work entrusted to this company.
avenue.

A. E. WALKER

DranrlaU,

or aant In plain wrapper.
a
prepaid,
CLwl br
rkl 1.00. or S bottli tVUft, lor
H Circular teat qu reqoect.

"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
wwwmiuHiUmana tnouia muuw
womlwTul
aboat
cold or the Grippe when taken early
tMARVELWhirlingSprar
or at the '"sneeze stage." Preventlcs
new
turn
I
V.i.iM Oilfjrlart.
PEACHES ALSO ESCAPED THE cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
COIlVrB- k.YMmU .V:
I HOST
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
MOISTl'RE PROVED
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
ARMOR AGAINST THE
ilrnnrlat
COLD.
mall you samples and a book on Ambovanr
eannot auppiy tla
colds free, if you will write him. The If
4Tftt n
MARVEL.
prove
samples
bat Anna litmn fur
merit. Check other,
Ulualrau(l
anaJwt. It I
There Is no truth In the stories sent early colds with their
book
CW'f
stop
Preventlcs
fill tiaxtirnlara ami (limrtloiia In
out from the Pecos valley by sensa- pneumonia. Sold In &c and and
TitlnaW to lariiM. M AKYFL O.
25c box- tMt S4irM4 MJCW Itfataw
tion mongers to the effect that the es by all druggists.
fruit crop Is utterly destroyed, says
the Arte&la advocate. We notice such
headlines as "unprecedented frost,"
"coldest ever" and other misleading
statements over accounts of th
"snap."
There Is more Ca l a rm in tuts section
The fact Is that the thermometers
ot Hie country than all other diseases
Pin logetner, ana until tne last rew years In the valley registered about 31 dewas supposed to be Incurable.
For a greesone below f reeexlng.
great many years doctors pronounced It
This Is Indeed unusual in ihe Pecos
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure valley at this time of the year, but
with local treatment, pronounced incur- little damage was done.
The alfalfa
able. Science has proven catarrh to was not nipped at all.
Plums and
be a constitutional disease and therefore grapes are
to
injured.
been
have
said
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
peaches
Apples
were
not
anil
hurt.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
US- It. M. Love has some peach trees
constitutional cure on th market. It on the edge of town that are simply
Is taken Internally in doses from 10
BEST OF QUALITIES
was done
RIGHT PRICES
drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly loaded. No Injury whatever
We went out
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the to the leaves or fruit.
system. They offer one hundred dollars and examined the trees Wednesday.
for any case it falls to cure. Bend for They will
doubtless have to be
circulars and testimonials.
Address:
thinned.
r . J. CHE.NET & C..
Watermelons, Irish potatoes and
Toledo, Ohio.
beans were cut off where not protectSold by all Druggists. 76c.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
2J2 NORTH SECOND ST.
ed,
Take Hall' Family Pills for constlna.
but all the hardier plants estion.
caped. The moisture which preceded iaoaoaoooaoaoacooacoacoaaoao

VJOOL

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY

J. KORBER & CO.

Office,

115

North First

ALBCQrERQUE,

St

N. U.

rori a oh adi
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bat
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor- and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD 8T.

The
"SHORT LINE"

THIRD STREET

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

the

Moat Market
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KIJKN'WORT
Masonic Building, North Third Btraer
AH

DENVER

&

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

D. A. SLEYSTER

through the fertile San Luis valley; aUo to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as

to

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.

rates,

train service, descriptive literature
address.
S. K. HOOPER,
General Passenger dt Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Bloc.
Telephone No. 114.

14

Give us ycur ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get It back Wadoeada.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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with Eaube and Mauger

I

Do You Need

MAUGEH

W. E.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

mm

poeooooooooooor oooeoooocoooo

ANN A SON.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT

EvoryWomaa

SAFE

j

thi

CURE

JAF-A-LA- C.

the frost was needed for the range
and the benefits derived from it
more than offset the trivial loss occasioned by the frost.

PECOS VALLEY

KILL the COUCH

6

Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned, I. H. Cox, has disposed
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
of his interest In the Standard HeatTHROAT and LUNG TROUBDEVOES READY PAINT
ing and Plumbing Company, and Is
LES, or MONEY SACK.
no longer connected with said com- One Gallon Coven 600 Square Feet
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
pany in any way; and that, the presStops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
ent owners of that company have assumed all the debts and obligations
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
of the company and will collect all
408 Wast Railroad Avoua
hills due It; and that the undersigned
The overcome Weak tics. tr
rw
rt w antt omiM lon .Inert ana nfroa
I1
Is not responsible for the obligations
"palm ot ntenntr
V and banish
' They ara
and debts of that company.
Ml
3
f
atutng
womanhood, ATr
f ITpavj
tofflrtact
I. H. COX.
Hptnt'ntorarKanaan4 body. War
f r Ar'V
Albuquerque, N. M April 8, 1907.
.afc,'
known
for women

VOIOmiUTl,0

THE
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C. A. and C. GRANDB.

Thos. F. Keleher

O

LINKS PROMOTE NEW
STEAMSHIP SERVICE
FROM El ROPE.
Chicago. April 30. The railroads
f the southwest are getting ready for
the greatest immigration
effort in
their history. Plans are being perfected which will result in the establishment of a new and effective steamship service between European ports
and the gulf ports. This service will
be in addition to the service already
maintained by the North German
Lloyd Steamship
company. Among
the railroads which are Interested in
the great immigration movement are
the Hock Island and Frisco systems,
the Missouri Pacific, the Harrinian
lines and all the Texas lines having
terminals at gulf ports. J. M. Johnson of the traffic department of the
Gould lines is now in Europe arranging for several comprehensive agencies in the various European countries, from which it Is expected to
draw the bulk of the immigrants.
The Rock Island and the Frisco
systems, through John Sebastian, passenger traffic manager, have also established a large number of European
agencies at a very great expense. It
is stated that the recent ruling of the
government to the effect that a state
administration can engage in the work
of colonizing its territory has lent a
new energy to immigration projects.
It is the plan of one or two systems
of railroads to get the southwestern
states interested in immigration so
that there may not be any question as
to the legality of the efforts which are
to be made.
It is stated that an entirely different
method is to be pursued in getting
immigration into the southwest. It is
the plan to take the Immigrant from
his home In Europe and to "personally conduct" him until he is settled on
his new home in the southwest. This
work will be done by accredited
agents of the railroads, who will meet
him at the docks at the port of entry
and take him to his new farm in the
In many cases the new
southwest.
homes will be purchased conditionally
before the immigrant leaves Europe.
In this way the settling of immigrants
will be on more Intelligent lines.

..j
"Just

$200 REWARD.
Is offered for the capture af
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Bene-det- to
Berardlnelll. Crime was committed in Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

Office
1907.

GREAT SOUTHWEST

AND KCK'K

priced

MAN Furnishing
DELL

o

.OlLI

right"

"Just

Fine Clothing &

'

MONTGOMERY'S RATE PLAINT
AGAINST SOUTHERN LINES
Washington, April 30. Merchants
and shippers of Montgomery, Ala.
complain to the interstate commerce
and
commission tnat the southern
western railways are giving compet
freight
ing cities the better of It in
rates. It is alleged that the rales
from Mississippi liver crossings and
from Kansas City, omana and other
points are unreasonably lower to Mo
bile and Pensacola than to Aiongom
ery.
Conductor R. L. Baldwin of the
Santa Fe. who has been at the com
pany hospital in Los Angeles for
some time, is not improving as rap
Idly as had been hoped he would hy
his friends. Some days ago ne sud
mitted to an operation, which was
not at the time regarded as especial
ly serious, but other complications
seemed to set in, and word from Los
that
indicated
Arieelcs '"tercSv
fears may be entertained for his re
covery.
Charles A. Maier, third vice grand
master of the Brotherhood of Loco
Knginemen,
motive Firemen and
with headquarters at Peoria. Illinois,
is in San Bernardino. Mr. Maler had
been in Los Angeles for several day
wilh the adjustment committee for
in confer
the Santa Fe coast lines,
ence to the schedule of wages for firemen, to be formulated in accordance
between
with the recent agreement
the railroad and men. Questions with
up
by the
were
also taken
other lines
committee and disposed of. He re
ports the condition of the brotherthe
hood as prosperous throughout
country. The committee has not yet
finished its work with the Santa Fe
tifricials for the coast lines, but will
the forepart of the week.

here

v
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THE

$25.00.
te

Department

VIRGINIA COMMISSION
REDUCES PASSENGER HATES
April 30. The
Va.,
Richmond,
state commission!! as rendered a de
cislon In the rate cases by which, after July 1, passenger rates on trunk
lines are reduced to z cents a nine
on feeders to 2 i cents; on certain
minor roads they will be 3 and on
one or two lines 3'4 cents. On freights
a uniform schedule is established
thereby making a slight reduction.

to

$12.00

We've a complete line of
furnishings.
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
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BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M , AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FB SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2t140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-IN$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS:
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
....
ESTIMATED.
.
Sy, J
t. ...
G
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COME

TO BELEN, H, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
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0
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Center

EXPRESS,

MAIL AMD
SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

WM, M. BERBER,

0
0
0
0
0

0

S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

provement Co.
,0HN BECKER, Pies

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

0
0
0

Sec'y

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR.
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEWEON.

IF

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

,
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By a Sure Method
Shoes are a Source of Woe
When They are Big it is Friction
When They are Small it is Pinching

Ill-Fitti-

Our shoe,
abuse the fit-l- .
style. In fact, tin') nre a combination of comfort ami
that
Jt will pay yon to Investigate.
. .$2.00 to $!.
Men' Shoe
. . 1. 85 to
1.00
Men's Oxfords
. . 1.75 to
5.00
Women's .sinf
. . 1.50 to
.1.50
Women's Oxford
. . 1.00 to
2.50
Oilklron's shoos and Oxford.
on account of tlii'lr TfMl fitting qualities),
never
11 icy give relief; give It too without saerlllce of

I

BRICHAM
Headquarters
Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

S.

0

for

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages. 25c and Ifc per lb.
1 lb. tint. Hi.

I
I

tins, 85c.
.tins, 11.00.

b.

b

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,
4100.

premium,

with

12-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.

CEO.

XV.

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

QICKOX

T. T. MATPfARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

iMBBM

B

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOXD

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

GO.

Tinners

W.R.R. Ave.

1321-32- 3

ST.

Alaska Refrigerators
;Our

.

Line of
Refrig

m..

71

5p5Si

r4tW3I

erators
is the
most

complete
in the city

r

BpibS
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Moun- -

Freezers

I

1 I

Cr

Savin
Ice Pad

Daven- -

j

Water
Coolers

Filters

at 12:30
nt 12:40

n. m.
n. m.
n.
m.
1:30
at
nt 7:45 p. m.
Stuli No. I on time.
No. S at :45 p. in.
No. 4 on time.

No.
No.
No.
No.

1
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R. Luna, of El Paso, was In the
city last night.
J. o. Ranks, of I .a Vegas, Is In the
city today.
James H. Crellls, of El Paso. I in
the city on business.
F. penman, a resident of Demlng.
N. M.. is In the city.
C. Danzlger. of Las Vegas, was a
visitor here last night.
B. F. Dannenbaum, of lternalillo.
was a visitor here yesterday.
E. S. Morton, of Los Angeles, arrived In the city late last night.
C. H. Hormim, of Fort Worth. Texas is visiting friends in the city.
C. E. Ruchert, of El Paso, arrived
here last night and is at the Alvarado.
F. A. Lewis, a business man of St.
Louis. Mo., stopped over In the city
last night.
William B. Cleary. of Phoenix,
Arizona, spent yesterday in Albuquerque, visiting friends.
C. J. Sherlock, a
business man
from Denver, slopped over In Albuquerque last night.
John Hlnke. a business man of
Colorado Springs, Colo., Is visiting
local business men.
One of the Railroad avenue electric
cars was sent to the barn this morning on account of a hot box.
P. Ripley, trainmaster of the Rio
Grande division of the Santa Fe, arrived in the city this morning.
The Martha society will meet Wednesday afternoon at the Lutheran
church.
There will be an adjourned meet
ing of the Elks tomorrow night. Initiation and lunch.
All officers and nobles of Ilallut
Abyad temple are requested to be at
the depot at 2 p. ni. tomorrow, with
lez. T. X. Wllkerson. potentate.
C. F. Spader, county commissioner
of Sandoval county, with headquarters
at Bernalillo, who transacted business
in the city yesterday, returned home
this morning.
Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Crawford left
Oregon,
last night for Yumatilla.
where they will visit friends and relatives, after which they
will
visit
Portland, Seattle and Chicago.
"Tennessee" Merrltt and B. K.
Flowers, two linemen, who formerly
worked for the Colorado Telephone
company, passed through Albuquerque this morning on a tour through
the southwest.
The ladles of the German lodge,
Harugari, will Jicreafter meet every
of each
Hist and third Thursday
month In the Redmen hall. The next
meeting being next Thursday, the 2nd
of May.
Hugh H. Harris, forest supervisor
In charge of the Manzano and Alt.
Taylor forest reserves, with headquarters in this city, has gone to
Mountainair on otlicial business.
will not return before the end of the
week.
The dance to be given by the Commercial club tomorrow night will be
an unconventional Affair. There will
be a number of easteren Shrlners in
the city and arrangements will be
made to give them the right kind of
Impression of Albuquerque.
During the heavy rainstorm
last
night a trolley wire near the court
pyrobroke,
causing
a brilliant
house
technic display. Traffic was delayed
on the street car line for some time.
The break was repaired temporarily
and this afternoon linemen were put
to work "fixing" the break.
Rev. E. S. Pead, of Boston, secre-- .
tary of the Congregational Educational society of the United States,
arrived from, the east and is stopping
at the Alvarado. Rev. Pead Is here
for the purpose of looking over the
school,
site of the Congregational
which Is to be built south of the city,
and make preliminary arrangements
for the construction or the buildings
Rev. Heald and several other well
known Albuquerque Congregatlonal-Ist- s
drove with Rev. Pead to the site
this morning In the rain.
He expressed himself well pleased with the
ground chosen. Rev. Pead returns
east this evening.

SPECIAL MEETING
FOR

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Ho3e Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Diamond
RAILROAD

Palace

CITY

COUNCIL

The city council met In special Res
slon yesterday afternoon and let contracts for the ensuing year.
The teaming contract went to the
springer Transfer company for 1104
a team.
The prisoner feeding contract was
let to Green Watson at the old price
or i a cents a meal.
The pauper dead burial contract
w as not let, the council believing
that
the bids made by the undertakers
were too high, and it Is very likely
mai ine cuy will provide an undertaking establishment of its own.

AVE;

Special to Th.- Evening Citizen.
Trinid;id. Colo.. April 3D. A
young couple, t lie girl about 16
years of age and the boy but
slightly older, eloped in Denver
yesterday, pined through
this
city where they attempted to
g"t some one to perform the
marriage ceremony and left here
for Albuquerque. The father of
the girl reached Trinidad a few
hours after the couple had made
good their escape. He Is threat- filing dire vengence on the
young man when
he catches
him. Both are apparently school
children. The father's name and
the name of the girl could not
be ascertained but the boy Is
said to be named
Barrmore.
Both come from good families In
Denver and were well dressed.
although they apparently left
their homes, In a hurry.
The above special from Trlnl- dad was received by The Even- ing Citizen at 3:30 o'clock this
A hasty inquiry at
afternoon.
the hotels of the city failed to
disclose the eloping couple. It
may be that they passed through
Albuquerque or left the train
before reaching here. Again it
is probable that they arrived In
the city and are in hiding at
some out of the way place. The
police have been notified to hold
the girl If th.-- are found.
;
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Hoys" Mack suits for confirmation. Call and see thorn. We
also have all the fixliupi which
naturally go with good clot lies
for man or Itoy.
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Los Angeles Restaurant Will

Say Farewell to Its Senior
Partner Tonight.
Soo Hoo Xong, senior partner in
the Los Angeles restaurant, who has
been a resident of this city, off and
on, for the paM fifteen years, will
leave this evening for San Francisco,
to remain iethaps permanently.
Mr. Xong's .departure Is occasioned
partially through the unsatisfactory
condition of certain investments made
by him in the California metropolis,
which sustained injury as a result o
the disaster there a year ago.
He
also has in contemplation a visit to,
his family In China, from whom he
has been separated for many years.
will remember
when
Mr. Xong first- came here In 1892, in
company with .Soo Hon Pong, his
lirother, and Ah Kee, the latter of
whom was his first partner In the
business. Together they started the
Los Angeles restaurant, which has
been operated continuously and successfully ever since.
Five years ago
Ah Kee left here for china and Mr.
Xong says he, died at his home near
Canton two years ago.
He was
much respected here for his prompt
dealing with the merchants of the
city and for his uniform courtesy to
his patrons. The concern will now
be continued under the management
of the brother, Soo Hoo Pong, who
has also been a member of the firm
for several years and who has Just
returned from a two months' stay on
the Pacific coast. The many friends
and customers of Mr. Xong will miss
him at the restaurant, as he was gifted with an unusually pleasant manner
and his loss w 11 lalso be felt among
the merchants of the town, among
whom he distributed a considerable
patronage. These all Join in wishing
him a pleasant Journey ami a successful and happy future.
Old-time- rs

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FOR REXT Two rooms for
517 South

WAXTED At once, bridge men. pile
driver and carpenters. Colhurn's
Kmploymeut Agency. 10 West Silver avenue.
Dancing lessons Friday evenings at
Mcintosh hall in the Woman's club
building. Gold avenue, between Fifth
and Sixth streets. Commencing April
2tfth.

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING
-

-

SADDLERY

-

MACHINES

HARNESS

AGENTS rOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
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Mowers and Repairs
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Winona Wagons

8 WMirmEY
45

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - FULLY WARRANTED-

Writerrt

119, 117. Boutft rirmt
1t3. OI,
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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WAXTED
records,
Xatlonal
Liberal
tory in
open.
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men
with clean
agents for the Colorado
Assurance Company
contracts and good terri
New Mexico and Arizona
Prewitt, Mana
Prewitt-nimercial Club building.
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Native and
Kansas City
Meat
Spring Lamb
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
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$3.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $18.00

correct

fect tailoring and a fit guar,
anteed
The same standard of quality
nil tlimiigli the store
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Look in Our Window:

A fine line of Boys' Suits
Youths Suits

Vou'll find the Hart SclinfTner
Man clot lies In our store; a
rihmI an evidence of our good
quality as fou can ak.

WRATHFUL FATHER JUST
ONE TRAIN BEHIND

nt

Those are ready-to-weclothes.
Look closely. They fit with style that is uncommon. That is not there by accident They will
fit you the same way. We can prove it. Come
in and try on and ask how much. A pleasure.

1007.

A--

All-wo-

ger., C
Our "Quick White," "Blanco" or
"Xova" preparations will clean your
Uianieade
Watcaes. Jeeeirj, Cat Olasa. Clock. Sllvarwara. Wa unta
white or colored shoes and make
Our ROUGH DRT work aon'a have
them look like new.
Easily and to be washed over. Imperial Laun
a IQU' R E DEAL.
trade o4 gua-tquickly applied. C. May's Shoe Store, dry Co.
314 West Railroad avenue.
Notice.
TTre break In our phone service has
inw-- n
repaired.
We are again pre
pared to take your phone orders. Call
up 31 or 32 and leave your grocery
ud bakerv goods order.
Spring Underwear $1.00 to $6.00 it Suit
THE jFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good Things to Eat."
WAXTED Position as Job composi
tor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family, w ould
prefer fo work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
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Special From Trinidad Says
Denver Couple Are In

TltAlX ARRIVAL.
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portion tonight, and Wednesday not

so mid.
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GIRL

ELOPE TO THIS

Denver. Colo., April 30. Lorn
snow in north portion, rain In south

Corns and Bunions
Cured
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1

S W. R. R. Ave.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home In
Evary Mm that the proposition presents Itself of tha
surance.
tremaa&oua amount of money that ! being snt out of New
Mexico and Arliona for Ufa Insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelatlone of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should atop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It u gratifying to not that home insurance li year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be mate here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It la to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arliona
le owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

.w

B CANNOT

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
f

